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Bookstore Digging it
workers
arrested

Drug testing
explained in
Stanford trial

By Dave Lanson
Daily staff writer
Two student employees at the
Spartan Bookstore were arrested
Monday when a manager discovered
they were selling merchandise to
each other for a fraction of its retail
value, said University Police Lt.
Shannon Maloney.
Victoria Hunter. 18. and an unidentified minor are being charged
with misdemeanor petty theft after a
bookstore manager discovered an illegal transactions, Maloney said.
Hunter was said to have allegedly sold the minor $108.84 worth
of store goods for only 50 cents.
Technically UPD did not carry
out the arrest because law enforcement officers cannot arrest a suspect
for a misdemeanor that was not committed in their presence. Maloney
said.
Therefore, assistant manager
Elisa Mabra-Holmes. who discovered the transaction, had to sign an
affidavit saying that she witnessed
the alleged crime.
Both Hunter and the unidentified minor were booked and released
after being issued court appearance
citations.
According to the police report.
Hunter admitted that the pair had
planned to undercharge each other
before the theft occurred.
Hunter is scheduled to appear in
San Jose Municipal Court Nov. 12 at
9 a.m. The minor student will appear
in juvenile court.

Ity Karen NI. Iterenii
Daily staff writer
Medical evperts took up the
second day of testimony \\ ednesday
in two Stanford 1_hits ei sits athletes’
complaint against the National ColNthletic Association Mat
ditiv tc,ting is unconstitutional.
case is being heard by.
Santa Clara County Superior Court
Judge Conrad Rushiii;2
Randall liaselt.
tosicologist.
testified that he thought NC A drug
testing "was still AI Lie
ev
pei internal
I
phase. although they di, hay,. sun’
cient information
steroids) to make y aluable
He went on to explain how his
laboratory and other laboratories
around the country’ determine the
presence of a banned substance in
tit we samples.
The sample is first put through
a gas chromatograph which separates the chemicals and filters them
through the dev ice one at a time.
Baselt said
The sample is then put through
a mass spectrometer which fragments organic molecules into their
v anon, component parts. The analyst sees a spectnini showing the
,t each substance in the

Seminar ’
to outline
FAA jobs
Experts to discuss
careers in aviation
By Lorraine Grant
Daily staff writer
Representatives from the Federal Aviation Administration will be
on campus (kt. 19-21 to discuss career opportunities with students.
The representatives will be
available to inform students about
possible jobs as air traffic controllers
anti air safety inspectors.
Air traffic control specialists
work in three basic areas: towers, en
route centers and flight service stations.
The specialists at control towers
direct air traffic so it flows smoothly
anti efficiently.
En route traffic control centers
give pilots instructions. air traffic
clearances, and advice regarding
flight conditions along the flight
path, while the pilot is flying the federal airways or operating int() airports without towers.
Air traffic control specialists at
FAA flight service stations render
pre-flight, and emergency assistance
to all pilots on request.
Aviation safety inspectors develop, administer, and enforce regulations and standards concerning
civil aviation safety.
"Any student who is undeSce SAFETY, page h

Julie Braymen digs a shot for the Spartans as her
teammate Gina Watson watches in the hackground in a game against California State Poly-

To help combat this problem,
a seminar titled "AIDS in the
Workplace" was held Tuesday in
the Student Health Center. The pre -

Ken Johnston Daily staff photographer
technic University. at San I.uis Obispo. The volley ball team took the match, winning three games
straight. See complete story. on the win on page 6.

Soviet ’monkey mission’ ends;
Yerosha, others land safely
By Russ Baggerly
Daily staff writer
Yerosha. the misfit monkey
who almost caused an early return of
the joint Soviet-U.S. space flight.
"Cosmos 1887." is back on Earth at
last.
"We were told that the animals
did survive the impact. and that Yerosha and the other monkey are
fine. said Dwayne Brown. a public
affairs officer at NASA headquarters
in Washington. D.C.
Yerosha. whose name translates to "troublemaker" in Russian,
somehow freed his left arm on day
five of the flight. raising fears that
the flight might have to be curtailed.
’Vhe space capsule contained, in
addition to Yerosha and his fellow
rhesus monkey. a number of rats and
other organisms. SJSU will receive

AIDS
AWARENESS
WEEK

Yerosha somehow
freed his left arm on
the flight, raising
fears that the flight
might have to be
curtailed.
material from the rats for research in
the chemistry and biology departments.
"The animals have been retrieved and are being transported."
Brown said.
"The descent module of ’Cosmos 1987. touched down at 7:03

p.m. Mos, tivy time, (Monday in the
area of the city of Mirny. in the Siberian region of Yakutia." The module
touched down. but not in its predetermined landing site. said a cor
respi indent for the Soviet news
agency Tess.
It has been reported that the
module came down "thousands of
miles away from its targeted site.
in Karakhstan, a region of the Soviet
linion.
The Soviets’ plan to use a mobile lab may have been "fnistrated. according to a "Vass repiirt.
The Soviet news agency also
said the module may have actually
touched down in Minty itself. But
NASA officials said they. believed
the module had landed in a deserted
area in Siberia.
See AWN/al’. pace ’

Basel’ further testified that
there are many peso ninon and
iis el the comm..’ drug.
loch may
iestin in positive tests and ineligibility lin the athlete tested
For eample furosemide. a diuretic to promote yk eight loss. can
produce the saine results as marijuana. a substance banned by the
Nt’AA. Ilaselt said.
Baselt also said that there is an
on -going problem with Like positives, samples which test positive
with one test and negative with another.
Following Baselt was David
Lowenthal. a professor of geriatrics
and pharmacology at Mount Sinai
Iviedical College in New York . Lowenthal discussed various NCAAbanned substances and their possible
teL t. on the performance of college
athletes.
Responding to questioning by
attorney. Susan Harriman. representing Stanford athletes Barry ’McKeever and lentil lei Hill. Lowenthal
paQe
Se, DR/ "( ;\

By Julie Rogers
Daily staff writer
An SJS111 instructor will urge Mir a petition drive on campus next
v.eek in an attempt to qualify an inii Ian% e that would avoid raising tuition fees in the near future.
Find’s!) professor Scott Rice.
president ot the local chapter of the
ssociation. is
Calif/nut:1 Vaulty
seeking support for the Government
Spending Limitation mid Vs, mint,’
hility Act. This itevv ploposa I %wind
calculate the nutcase(’ student population into the hii4et
"If the schools ate strangeled
any further, they are going to have to
either increase student tuition fees
limit the students at SJS1’." RICC
said.
Mimes hit Califoinia’s public
universities is cm rent’s. iestricted hy
Proposition 4. passed in 1979. That
law place. .1 spending cap on state
and local gosernment agencies and
may. be adjusted only tor pima’ and
’cost -of -11Y mg.’.

Vccording to Rice. the new initiativ w ill require the budget to include the increasing school population It k% I I I .11 SO require the budget to
base it. ,01»putations on the California Consumer Price hide v ICP1) instead ot ’lie national (’Pl.

The law defines cost -of-living
as the least amount determined
the United Stales Consumer Price
Index oi the change in California per
capita personal income.
’The current education budget
is based on Californias population
growth, hut the problem i% that the
student population is
much t asler. Rice said

To help qualify the new proposal on the 19ffS Noeinber ballot.
students and faLtilt \\ ill attempt to
get appiovimately .’.(1011 signatures
at S.ISI Lir the petition drive. which
week, Rice said.
-It’s i2oing ti) he a tough fight,
theic’s a large anti -tax feeling in the
stale.. - he said
See (i 1 \
page 7

Scott Rice
( ’FA //rev/dent

AIDS policy
drafted for
CSU schools

1

s
sentation was a pat t (it SJSI,
AIDS Awareness Week.
Harvey and Celeste Kitagawa,
a benefits specialist from SJSU’s
personnel department discussed
problems and questions of AIDS in
the workplace.
1
"We have three main goals in
this seminar.
Kitagawa said.
"One is to educate and infom) people about AIDS. In addition. the
seminar will explore the basic feelings of someone who has AIDS and
attempt to raise the comfort level
about dealing with someone who
See A/DS, bock page

liascti a.,I The amount is
determined by ,..ffliparing the spectnini with a control diagram.

Instructor seeks
signatures for
budget initiative

A

AIDS seminar helps
clear misconceptions
By Richard Motroni
Daily staff writer
The problems of dealing with a
person suffering from acquired immune deficiency syndrome has
been recogni/ed by doctors for several years.
However. only recently doctors have discussed the difficulties
of those who are faced with working with someone who has AIDS.
"Ignorance about AIDS is the
biggest probleni we face." said
Sally Harvey of the Employee Assistance Program at SJSU.
"Many people who have to
work with solneone who has AIDS
are either afraid or refuse ti) work
with the person."

’I’hursday’. October I :v. 1987

The Caitlin-ma State Ulmersity System developed a set of
AIDS guideline% and policies in
spring 19M6 to help the schools deal
with the problems and fears that the
new disease might cause.
The chancellor’s office established the policy and guidelines and
sent them out to the individual campuses. said Oscar Battle. health educator of the Student Health Service
;at SJSU.

Dr. Donald P. Francis, an AIDS adviser for the
’enter for Disease. control at the I ’niversity of ( ’alifornia at Berkeley, describes the increase of ac-

The policy states that each
campus will:
establish a coordinating
committee to plan a comprehensive
at v sta p otoqrap
ue w ing
educational program
(oared immune deficiency sy ndr ttttt e eases er the
develop and implement a
11ednesday vies comprehensive acquired immune
past eight years. His presenter
part of S.ISI ’s %IDS Av areness ’11eek.
See GUIDELINES, page 7
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Editorial

Don’t drop students on first day
Requiring instructors to drop students from
a class if they don’t show up on the first
class meeting of the semester is not a
,,!’)0(.1 idea.
Such a plan now being considered here
should be scrapped inunediately.
That first day, and in fact the entire first
week, is confusing and frustrating enough for
students, instructors and administrators without
adding this absurdity.
This plan would unnecessarily inconvenience too many students.
First-time SJSU students who don’t know
Dudley Moorhead from Duncan Hall, everyone
trying to find a parking space before class and
students with legitimate reasons for missing, the
first meeting would be unduly punished.
We understand the motivaton hehind the
plan. currently under the scrutiny of the In-

struction and Research Committee, a subcommittee of the Academic Senate.
Classroom overcrowding is a serious
problem in many buildings on campus and
should be addressed. But other steps such as
building more structures and limiting enrollment make more sense than this plan.
Futhermore, students who sign up for too
many classes and then drop some don’t help
matters either. These students ostensibly enrolled in classes hinder their peers who are trying to add the same classes.
When at all possible, students should
avoid this practice.
Dropping students if they miss the first
class is the required practice at many community colleges. That’s fine for those institutions,
but quality institutions that respect students
should not adopt this practice.

TwE DRUMS OP WAR

Forum Policy
Letters to the editor can he on any topic.
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major,
phone number and class level. Deliver letters
to the Daily office on the second floor of
Dwight Bente!

Volleyball coach Montgomery defended, praised
tal stability and the drisc to neser give up.
I believe there are some dissatisfied players out
there ho will never get the chance to benefit from what
Coach Montgomery has to offer. I feel sorry for them.
There is no coach more deserving of a national title, nor
one who wants one more than Coach Montgomery
that’s a fact!
To ask for his resignation is absurd. Why throw
away. the best thing that has happened to Spartan volleyball ’
As far as SJSI 7 volleyball is concerned, I hope they
conquer their quest for a national title. As far as Montgomerry is concerned: Coach. you’re the best!
Teri Dellusk
ormer S.ISI volleyball player
Editor,
I am writing in response to Laura Cook’s and Chris
Cochran’s letter to the editor regarding SJSU women’s
volleyball coach Dick Montgomery.
I want to know where these two girls get the authority to tell a professional coach how to lead a college -level
volleyball team? Have they ever been coaches?

1% journalism class had a personal interview with
Montgomery. and this is definitely not the impression I
received. Coach Montgomery has had years of coaching
experience and knows how to do it correctly. Our team
practices hard every week and is a good team. Just because they lose a game or two doesn’t mean the fans
should jump all over the coach. Things aren’t always
going to work in our favor; this is reality. not fantasy
land.
Montgomery’s pulling of certain players during the
Stanford game was surely not an act of foolishness. The
man knows how to coach a team to success; he did what
he thought was right and no one should kntx:k him for
that.
How can they say this man doesn’t give the team
support’? Have they ever spoken with him, or the girls for
that matter?
Ending the letter with a request for Montgomery to
retire is a strong statement. Do they have authority from
the SJSU athletic department’? Just where are they justified in their comments’?
Elizabeth Temps
Junior
Journalism

AIDS Awareness Week needed to c ure ignorance
F.di tor.
tc,ponse to the letter to thc editor on
This letter 1.
Oct I ; by 1,,hii Bliss To Bliss and others who share his
le%\
akc up and smell the coffee.
hat is a "pro-AIDS" group? A literal definition
%%mild .,eein to he a group that promotes the spread of
/S Mtitudes such as the one that Bliss states in his
letter serve to promote the spread of AIDS.
In 19/47, AIDS has finally become a cause for celebration within the gay community. For the last seven
y ears. homosexuals alone have been faced with a deadly
killer. and they are beginning to conquer it. They have
been able to arrest this v ’clot], disease in its tracks and
are flOW making inroads into treating it.
What can he said of people like Bliss who hold
sophomoric views? Are they ignorant of the facts?
Sexually transmitted diseases are up 50 percent in
California. But in San Francisco’s large gay. community,
sexually transmitted diseases are down by 50 percent.
More facts: in Santa Clara County. one in four girls get
pregnant before their 21st birthday. There is an awful lot

of sex going on.
The cute blond that )ou picked up last Saturday.
turned out to be more than you bargained for. Nowaday’s it’s not just two people who have sex; you’re sleeping with every person their partner has ever had sex with.
Burying one’s head in the sand when it comes to AIDS
does nothing to stop it.
Bliss also comments on the cost to the Associated
Students of sponsoring "AIDS Awareness Week .
Let’s look at how much it would cost not to host
more like billions. We students are in the
it Millions.
beginning of our lives; does Bliss realiie what the cost of
one of us contracting AIDS really is’? Forty years of lost
wages, productiv ity and enhancement of the national
economy and hundreds of thousands of dollars in individual medical hills.
Bliss. where are your priorities? Spending a couple
hundred dollars now in the hope that some people will
not get this disease is a smart investment.
In closing. there is one odd thing about all this: In
19)47 more people are dying from AIDS in one day than

Aomiktisrizknoid 114rEekka- DiStWyee.er,.46k11-5

Hans
Ingebretsen

It’s all in the cards

Letters to the Editor

Editor:
I ani also a fan of SJSU’s
%,illeyball team
and also had the privilege of
a Lady Spartan under
the guidance of Head Coach I k Montgomery. To conclude that Montgomery is an inadequate coach for the
caliber of players at SJSU is a farce. since he is reponsible for the caliber that has existed. anti that now exists.
He deserves more than a "granted" for rebuilding
the program: that word doesn’t even come close to what
Montgomery has done for SJSU.
He has brought tradition to SJSU anti a reason for
%%omen’s athletics to hold its head high. especially on
this campus. I was also at the Stanford match. but I saw a
ditterent picture. I saw a lack of desire in some of the
players’ eyes. and it showed in their play, especially at
the beginning of the third game. I also sav, his "%ital
weapons" play ing poorly. and Coach Montgomery did
what any sensible coach would do
he substituted.
I do not %%ant to condem Laura Cook or Chris Cochran for v oicing their opinion. However. neither Laura or
Chris has ever played for Coach Montgomery nor do
they. have a concept of what a major impact he. as a
coach. has had on most of his players lives. He made my
playing days at SJSU the four hest years of my life. giving me support. leadership, guidance. confidence. men -

Tierra Del Fuego News

died in a single day during the height of the Vietnam
War. In the ’60s, college campuses were in an upheaval.
Why not now? AIDS is happening to heterosexuals; it’s
time to stop it.
Jim Walters
Freshman
History
FAlitor.
Perhaps there is more to the phrase "Ignorance is
Bliss." Or perhaps John Bliss thinks he really is well informed. It appears he is not. Unfortunately, he’s not the
only one.
In his Oct. 13 letter to the editor. Bliss called
"AIDS Awareness Week" redundant in light of the fact
that we already have "Gay and Lesbian Awareness
Week" in the fall semester. WAKE UP! Bliss and others
like him are in dire need of becoming informed. AIDS is
not just a homosexual disease. Increasingly, AIDS is affecting the heterosexual community, not to mention infants and children. It is a world-wide issue that needs to
be dealt with and addressed by everyone.
As for the term "pro-AIDS groups," I challenge
him to find any group. or individual for that matter, that
claims to be "pro-AIDS." To even suggest that sponsors
and participants in "AIDS Awareness Week" and "Gay
and Lesbian Awareness Week" are "pro-AIDS" is ludiCrOUS.
I advise Bliss and anyone who is uninformed, confused or just plain scared to attend some of the events
being offered as part of "AIDS Awareness Week."
I agree, enough is enough! Being informed is the
only way to combat fear and ignorance.
Rachel M. Creenburg
Junior
Advertising
FAlitor,
I am writing in response to a letter published (kt.
13 on the Forum page.
The Forum policy states that "letters in poor taste
will not be published.’ The letter from John Filiss exhibited extremely poor taste in referring to gays and lesbians
as being "pro-A1DS." The uneducated homophobia displayed by Bliss is precisely the reason we need an
"AIDS Awareness Week," as well as a "Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week."
The fact that Bliss holds such an opinion is only
slightly less reprehensible than the grave disservice the
Spartan Daily did its readers by printing it.
Todd Outer
Junior
Religious Studies

all me... the v,ontan cooed. "I know
the ancient secrets of the tarot. I can
tell you about love, money, success.
My name is Ruth."
I sat in my easy chair watching this darkly
mysterious woman leering out at me from the television set. my interest piqued by the thought of her
powers of divination working to predict the future,
especially my future. Here was a woman who obviously could unlock the shrouded riddles of the Universe.
A quick phone call is all it takes, Ruth told
me. For a mere two bucks I could find the answer to
any question. I headed straight for my office, to
hungrily dial the phone, desperately thirsting for
the forbidden knowledge I knew Ruth would provide me with.
I dialed her number, 976-RUTH. Erie music
could be heard in the background when Ruth answered the phone. Her breathy voice urged me to
formulate a question in my mind, and the cards
would answer it.
"Choose your cards by selecting a number
from one to 78 on your Touch -Tone telephone. If
you do not have a Touch -Tone telephone, please
wait. and I will choose your reading. based on the
time you called," she told me.
Having an old-fashioned rotary phone in my
office. I waited for Ruth to choose for me. I looked
across at Musha, my black cat, as he sat hunched
on top of my answering machine. Obviously, this
was the kind of cryptic intrigue he could relate to.
Apprehension gripped me as I squinted my
eyes and thought of my question. Ruth had said she
could tell me about love. so I concentrated on
thinking about my relationship with my sweetheart.
Ruth used a three-card method of reading the
tarot. The cards she selected for me were Strength.
which she said represented the relentless demands
of my passions; the Magician. pointing toward
great creative potential for me. and the Hermit, telling me I need to pursue knowledge from within.

"C

Ihung up the phone. leaned back in my chair,
and pondered the deep mysteries I was now
privy to. However, I was not completely satisfied with what Ruth had told me. I decided to get a
second opinion.
The night before, I had seen a different commercial for tarot card readings. By dialing 976SEER. I could get another reading.
Once again, hokey Timis Karloff music oozed
out of the phone, and a mystical voice began to give
me instructions. But wait, I thought. That voice it sounded strangely familiar. ’The otherworldly
why, it was Ruth again!
tone, the breathiness
Once niore I concentrated on the same question. and followed the same prmedure. My first
card was the Devil, predicting a delightfully wicked
time for me. My second card was the Queen of
Wands. representing a sensual. powerful and exotic
woman in my life. The last card was the Two of
Pentacles. forcasting a time of celebration.
Now, this was sonic juicy stuff. I figured I
would call the original Ruth again and get a final
verification on what was portended for my love
life. When I did, by gum, the reading was exactly
the same as the first time I called!
There was only one thing left to do. I called
my lover, and told her of the reading I had received
from Ruth. and suggested she call to see what Ruth
might tell her. She said she would do so, then call
me right back.
The phone rang a few minutes later, and, of
course, it was my girlfriend. "Darling," she said,
"I always knew we had a lot in common. and now
it has been proven. Ruth chose the same cards for
me that she chose for you
Strength. the Magician and the Hermit. Now I know we are meant for
each other. ’
Thanks to Ruth and her soothsaying, I now
knew the forbidden secrets of what the future holds
for my love life. I couldn’t help but wonder how
many other lost. searching souls Ruth had helped
with her occult talents, and how fat Ruth’s bank account was getting, at two dollars a pop for her arcane wisdom. My mind drifted off, and I could hear
Ruth’s breathy. supernatural voice whispering in
my ear
’See you at the hank, Suckers!’
Flans Ingehresen is an associate editor.
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Iran, Iraq continue toattack
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP)
An Iranian gunboat fired on a tanker
Wednesday. shipping sources reported. and Iraq said its warplanes
raided a ship near Iran’s main oil -export terminal in the northern Persian
Gulf.
It was the second Iranian attack
on a tanker in two days. Iraq’s report, if confirmed, would mark the
10th Iraqi raid on ships carrying Iranian oil in little more than a week.
An Iraqi communique said warplanes raided a "large naval target."
the customary term for a tanker.
after dark east of the Kharg Island oil
terminal and scored "an effective
and accurate hit...
In Baghdad. hundreds of thousands of Iraqis marched in a 10-mile long funeral procession for victims
of an Iranian missile attack Tuesday.
The long-range rocket expltxied at a
school, killing at least 32 people.
according to official reports.
The United States reaffirmed
that its warships will protect only
American -registered ships in the
gulf, where Iran and Iran have been
at war since September 1980.
Neutral Ornan said it would

World
News
serve as interniethary tor the repatriation of four wounded Iranians
rescued afier an American helicopter
attack on Iranian boats last week. It
played the same role last month after
U.S. forces sank an Iranian vessel
caught laying mines.
The 84,631 -ton Libenan-tlag
tanker Atlantic Peace was reporter
attacked off the southern gulf port o
Dubai about I .(XX) yards from whei
the Saudi Arabian products carrir
Petroship B was hit Tuesday.
Salvage executives, speakig
on condition of anonymity, said le
attacker in both cases appearedto
have been an Iranian "warsto"
seen in the area.
They said the Iranian volsel
used only machine guns agains the
tankers, but Lloyd’s Shipping itelligence Unit in London said 4.5inch
and 35mm shells hit the Unfit:
Peace.

Iran does not acknowledge att.:tiling commercial ships, but its
limed speedboats and larger craft
nsularly retaliate for Iraqi air raids
()tankers carrying Iranian oil.
Most Iranian attacks are on
pikers owned by or serving Kuwait
nd Saudi Arabia, which Iran ac :uses of supporting Iraq in the war.
The United States has given II Kuwaiti tankers American flags and
registration so U.S. Navy ships can
protect them.
Hospital officials in Baghdad
said many of the 218 people reported
wounded in the missile explosion
had died. but gave no figures.
Nearly all the dead and wounded
were said to be children.
Crowds lining the funeral route
chanted "Revenge! Revenge!" and
officials promised retaliation.
"The bkx)d of our martyred
children will not be wasted." Saadi
Mahdi Sakti. a leader of the ruling
Baath Socialist Party. said in a
graveside eulogy.
U.S. officials in both the gulf
nd Washington said the U.S. policy
t f defending only ships flying the
. tars and Stripes would continue.

SpartaGuide
A
bnef look at campus eunts

The AIDS F.ducation Committee will be showing video tapes as
part of AIDS Awareness Week from
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. this week in the
Student Union Almaden Room. Call
Oscar Battle at 277-3622 fiw more
information.
The Institute of Industrial Engineers is having sign ups for
"Workshop II: Introduction to Lotus
1-2-3" at 12:30 p.m. today in the
Engineenng Building, Roont 337.
Call Troy Ward at 370-0612 for information.

ment (7enter is sponsoring :seminar
on "Job Hunting Techniqus in the
Hidden Job Market" at 130 p.ni.
today in the Student UnionAlmaden
Rtxtm. Call Cheryl A. Millen at
277-2272 for information.
Campus Christian INinistry invites students to help impure anti
serve dinner at Loavesand Fishes
Soup Kitchen and willmeet at the
Campus Christian Ceier at Tenth
and San Carlos streets it 3:00 p.m.
today. Call Sister JudyRyan at 298204 or 248-8855 fiw iforniation.

’The Re-Entry Club is offering a
The Christian Sience Organisupport group at 12:30 p.m. today in zation is having a teornony meeting
the Student Union Pacheco Room. at 3:30 p.m. today ,n the Student
Call Lee Shatto at 37(1-2344 for in- Union Montalvo Root. Call Tiffany
formation.
Cooper at 245-2389 or information.
The Career Planning and Place -

For the Record
"The, Spartan Dairy is
committed to accuracy. Any
significant error brought to WI
edil(Pr’S attention will he corrected.
lf you notice something
which you know is incorrect.
please write to the Spartan
Daily. San Jose State University. One Washington .Square.
.Call
CA 95/92.
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The math and omputer science
department is holdog a colloquium
at 4 p.m. today in AacQuarne Hall.
Speaker Washek ?later from the
Unisersity of Caliiornia. Davis will
speak on "Snial Spaces... Call
Hugh Edgar at Y7 -240I for information.
The Gay ail Lesbian Alliance
will feature a spaker from Arts project "Dealing vith Grier at 4:30
p.m. today. in the Student Union
Montalvo Roos. Call James at 2632312 or KathIcn at 279-3924 fiw information.
The SJS../ Kendo Club is having Japanese Sword Fighting at 7
p.m. tonigh- in Spartan Complex
209. Call Alme at 371-6134 for infiwmation.
Catholc Newman Community
is presetting "From Childhood
Faith to Clristian Maturity" at 7:30
p.m. toniglt at the chapel located on
the cornei of 10th and San Carlos
streets. Cill Judy Ryan at 298-0204
for infornation.
Simchat
Hilhl is having
Torah elebration at 7:30 p.m. toSi.
Elizon
814
House
night at :hai
abeth [’rive. Call Dan Dorfman at
294-83’1 for information.

tact Chris Charlebos at 978-2731 for
information.
MU Karate Club will be having a practice and workout on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 7:30 to
9:00 p.m. Contact Jose at 293-7276
for information.
The Cycling Club will be having its regular meeting tomorrow in
the Student Union Pacheco Room at
8:(10 p.m. Contact Rick at 279-2527
for information.
Lutheran Campus Ministry will
be holding a worship service this
Sunday at 10:45 a.m. at the chapel
located on the corner of 10th and San
Carlos streets. Contact Norb Fimhaber at 298-0204 for infomiation.
The Re-Entry Club will be
holding a Support Group today at
12:30-1:30 p.m. in the Pacheco
Room. Contact Lee Shatto at 372344 for information.

A bnef look at off-campus news

Duarte begins
official visit
WASHINGTON AP)
Piesident Reagan welcomed Salvadoran President Jose Napoleon Duarte to
the White House on Wednesday and they agreed there
can be no lasting peace
Central America without
democratic rule throughout the region.
Duarte was offered an official reception as he
began a state visit and he showed his appreciation for
U.S. support by kissing a flag displayed on the White
House south lawn.
After a ceremony that featured full military honors. Reagan said peace prospects Mr Central America
have been enhanced because of the agreement Duarte
and four other area president,. signed two months agli
"If peace is to prevail. so MIN democracy
the
president said, adding that a successful outcome ot
the Aug. 7 accord remains "far trom
Duarte. in a sintilar vein. said Central Americans
"still have a long way to go" in implementing the
peace plan.
He added. "I am convinced that there cannot he
peace in Central America without freedom and democracy." Administration officials base been privately critical of Duarte fiw signing the peace agreement, contending that it does not address key
questions. such as Soviet -Cuban military ties M.
caragua’s leftist government.
But there was no hint of any discepencies hv
tween the two countries in a day -long series of actix
ities that. in addition to the welcoming ceremony .
also included an elaborate luncheon for Duarte hosted
by Secretary of State George Shultz and a White
House dinner Wednesday night.
Reagan was effusive in his praise for Duarte. a
close ally whose country has received hundreds of
millions of dollars in U.S. economic and military aid
over the past six years.
"El Salvador, under President Duarte’s leadership. has proven wrong the cynics, pessimists and
detractors of denitx:racy.’ he said.
"Under the most trying of circumstances with
your steady hand at the helm. President Duarte. democratic conventions and ideals have been transformed
into institutions. laws and practices.
Ai the conclusion of his remarks. Duarte surprised the gathering of several hundred by descending
50 yards to a military.
from the podium and xx
honor guard. where he kissed the American tlag
Latin American leaders generally as oid such
pm-American displays and try instead it) !Mlle their
identification with U.S. policies. and Duarte himself
conceded that the action was a "break from protocol." Many in the crowd. including Reagan, ap-

The Cycling Club will be has ing a tune-up stand in front of the
Amphitheatre from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
today and tomorrow. Contact Rick at
279-2527 for infiwination.
Christian
Varsity
Inter
Fellowship will be having a group
meeting tonight in the Costanoan
Room at 7 p.m. Contact Jay Dunlap
at 283-0747 for information.
The SJSU Ski Club is taking Jackson
Hole sign ups until they sell out of
tickets. Call Chuck at 268-5633 for
information.
SJS Ultimate will be having a
practice called "Come and Throw
with us, tomornm at 5:(X) p.m
until dark. Contact Scott Parsons at
297-0456 fiw information.

Call 277-3171
Today!

*
*
*
*

ea GI
Presents

Rock & Roll &
Rhythm & Blues
Dancing Nightly
Monday Night Football
25C pizza 25 hotdogs 5N beers
Video Arcade with Electronic
Basketball. Plus much more!
307 Orchard City Drive, Campbell 374-4000

I os) ANGI’l I
) \ I’)
11).) impli..iiion.
.2cuct.,tions. hut \ohei
his xxi)ik
be
Prire recipient Donald Liam ...oil
ekble.,1.1) hp, pi
()peering ettOrts in cheinistr research are honorable
and noble
Cram. os. a professor of chemistr!, at the I’m
sersity ot California at I os Angeles. forme’ DuPont
researcher Charles J. Pedersen. an 83 -year old re
tiree. and French researcher Jean-Marie Lehi’ %%ere
jointly honored Wednesday by the Royal Suedish
Academy of Sciences Vv’ednesday for their work in
the sy ntheses of molecules that Call mimic important
biological processes
C’ram. who got his bachelor’s degree at Rollins
College in Florida. his masters in chemistry at the
University of Nebraska and his doctorate at Harvard
in 1947. explained the research that %son the men their
prize.
"We collectisely are getting the prize for synthesizing and study mg organic molecules for purposes
mimicking those compounds that are part of
the plisiological processes. We are trs mg to mimic
the geological processes in the laboratois through organic chemistry. chemit.al reactions and control
mechl’ti’ssinii())i going to help anybody directly ." he
said. at least for now.
"kilos% ledge underlies anybody helping any
hotly We’re at the hegiiming We’se just opened a
crack in the door. This Is ,t tick’ that had its oi
years ago and sse’re lust getting the (tool open a
crack The field M Ill he good tor sti oi 100 years. ’I’ he men’s quest for kniiss ledge %sill one day) pay
otT. he said.
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Eat Here or

, 4i.

AUTHENTIC NEW YORK STYLE

made with the finest ingredients

$3.00 off

$4.00 off

LARGE PIZZA
X-LARGE PIZZA
2 topping minimum 2 topping minimum
20:31:87_, _Em 10-31;87_

$1.00 off
MEDIUM PIZZA
, Exp 10 31 87

.141.46i

.EDAIAT3 U
Japanese Cuisine
Campbell
300 Orchard City Drive (Water Timer
Lunch Tues.-Fri. 11:30-2:00 Dinner Tues.-Sun. 5:00-10:00
Closed Mondays
379-3000

Advertise in the

Home Dellvery Hours:
Mon lhurs 4-11 p m
Fn -Sat 4 12 a m
Restaurant Hours:
Mon Fri 11a m 11p m
Sat 4pm 11pm
For Free Delivery 947-8551
,
155 W San FPrnando SI S

EARN $$
FOR
CHRISTMAS

spartan Daily
277-3171

LAIDLAW
TRANSIT

Typsetting
Macintosh
Statss
Printing
,Limommi.Copes

STEVE’S BIG APPLE PIZZA

Delivered FREE!

Tatami Rooms
Sapporo
Sake
Asahi

ow Hiring
Part -Time & Split Shift

Macintosh $7.50Thr.
Laser Copies 50c
Copies 31/20
Free Pick-up &
*With minimum order

COPYLAND

971-3278

1893 W San Carlos
Away from Downtown Trak

dr.

Nobel winner feels honored

* Sushi Bar

971-2722

GO

plauded the gesture
( maternal,’ on
The peace agreement. si),)iied
Aug. 7. obligates all Central
nations %here
insurgents operate to arrange E
lire by Nos . 7
and to undertake democratic ietoi in by the same
deadline
Sal% adotan gin eminent and rebel leaders met
last week to tilS,Als, MCIS Ill end then 8 -year old con
Diet. hut the iv.. sides remain tai apart If anti,
not be negotiated hetoi e the Jeanine. I /nark: has said
he will declare a unilateral cease 1 .) in order to con)
ply M 1111 the peilt
Thc onnici beile,ed
ih.,, Lidinied more nhti, 61).011011\es
A
S otheial, btu:ling teporters alto Duarte’s
Mel:1111e M 1111 ReagEll. saki tile Sals adoi
gase an
upbeat LIC,011111 ill the military situation. saying goy
...innwnt forces has e "regained and retained- the im
name.
The orticial. who insisted on anonymity . ..)))1
1)uarte also di.. ussed plans to grant amnesty to ))))).i
’tithe I MOO political prisoners being helt1 ri i’scik .1
Jur. People 0,11%K:tett ot kidnapping tot moues ss
he e empted twin the EllITICSI Otte!

For A Change Of Pace
Come Party With Harry,
Sushi Chef At Komatsu.

The California Faculty As.socianon will be having seminars today
starting at 8:15 a.m., nom and 5:(XI
p.m. C’ontact Bill Carl at 29241323
for information.

The Pre -Medical Students Association will be having a general
Tle Social Dance Club is hold- meeting tomorrow at I:30 p.m. Coning a tance practice at 7:(10 to 9:(10 tact Paul Matsumato at 226-7885 for
p.m ninight in the Student Union. inforniation.
Umumum Room. New members are
always welcome. Contact Mimi
The Newman Center will be
Margies at 279-968(1 for informa- having a worship and mass this Suntion.
day at 6:3 and 8:30 p.m. at the chapel located on 10th Street. Contact
Phi Alpha Theta will be having Father Bob Legar 298-0204 for ina rreeting with Dr. Dave Smith formation.
speiling tonight at 7:30 p.m. Con-

Advertise in the
Spartan Daily

Daily Delivery

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
Free Training to Qualified Applicants
To Apply, Bring DMV Printout to:

LAIDLAW TRANSIT INC.
(408) 437-0500
Mon. -Fri. 6 to 6

114 5 N 13th Street
San Jose. CA 95112
E.O.E.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the nght means you command resNct as an Army officer If you’re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 771 3,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free I -800-USA-ARMY.

!

AR/AY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BL
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SJSU blanks
Mustangs 3-0,
moves to 12-2
Higgins, Brayrnen record 13 kills
By Holly Olsen
Daiiy staff writer
The SJSU volleyball team is
back on the winning track after beating PCAA rival Cal Poly 3-0 at
home Tuesday night. The Spartans
are now 12-2 overall. 6-1 in the
PCAA

Volleyball
Last
eek the Spartans were
traveling a rough road after a devastating 3-1 loss to Stanford. Coach
Dick Montgomery seemed skeptical
about the outcome for the rest of the
season.

said senior Gina Watson. "We have
our movement again and we’re hack
to our old selves."
Watson performed well. leading the team v oh 15 digs and was
second with I I kills behind Barbara
Higgins and Julie Brav men v,.hu had
13 apiece. Most of Watson’s successful kills were downed in the
backcourt.
Cal Poly clearly is not the team
they once were. The Spartans have
won the last tise matches between
the two schools.
As SJSrs rival last year, the
teams met in the first round of the
N CAA Northwest Regional where

’This was a nice win
for us. We have our
movement again
and we’re back to
our old selves.’

t3radShorakawa-- Daily staff photographer

Watson.
hater

Gina

Oubacie

Ve’ve lost our determination
and desire to win, anti we have lost
all our movement," Montgomery
said.
But certainly Montgomery has
reason to feel differently after the
Cal Poly victory.
"This is the brightest spot
we’ve seen since our alumni match
(the first match of the season>. Our
defensive flow was much better."
Montgomery said.
"This was a nice win for us.

the Mustangs dropped a four -game
match to the Spartans.
Both were exceptional teams,
SJSU finishing third in the PCAA
and Cal Poly sixth.
Although the Mustangs have
made their way to the NCAA playoffs for the past seven seasons and
are ranked 19th in the polls. this year
they are faced with a young, inexperienced team. which v,as revealed
in A’ednesday’s match.
"Cal Poly was not attacking us

S,ISI. middle blocker Ilarhara Higgins spikes the ball past Darcy Parnhard i 15i and Claudia liammersbach 01) in Tuesday s match against
real hard," Montgomery said. "But match like that shows me that the
regardless of what they gave us this team has a lot of depth w.hen a key
%vas one of our better matches played player like Barbara Higgins isn’t
as a team."
playing real well." Montgomery
The Spartans were able to re- said.
turn the Mustangs’ attacks with ease
In the Fresno State match last
and surprised Cal Poly’s untimely week. Higgins had 30 kills and a
defense.
.506 hitting percentage. Against Cal
"We completely dominated Poly, Higgins’ percentage slipped to
and took their game away." Watson .267.
said. "They are usually a quick deRoberson has been improving
fensive team but our offense was too with each match. Last week she was
sharp for them."
19th in the nation with a blocking
The Mustangs showed only 43 average of .52 per game. Roberson
attacks to SJSU’s 56 and the defense led the Spartans with five blocks in
could not keep up with their 42 digs Tuesday’smatch.
to the Spartans’ 66.
There was a unanimous feeling
Junior Kari Roberson had her among the players and coaches after
best match of the season boosting the Cal State -Long Beach and Stanher kill percentage from .282 last lbrd losses. that it was effors, particweek up to a team high .727. She ularly in blocking. that were one of
made eight kills out of 11 attempts the leading problems behind the
for the match.
Spartans lacking performance.
"To see Kari have a career
SJSU had a total of 13 blocking

Bray men, contributed 13
Cal Pkv. Higgins, along itti teallimate
kills irate Spartans’ 3-0 ict or mt.ir Me Mustang+.
atm have niore deerrors i the Stanford match and im- i
proved immitting only six against tei iiimation Man ever and we’ve proother
as individuals
each
to
ven that
the Mus ngs.
Of sively the Spartans were and as a team.*
able to
rcome their service errors
Tonight the Spartans travel to
by com ting five service aces in
Sacramento tor a non -conference
Tuesday
atch while they had four match against Sacramento State. The
service e irs against Stanford anti
Hornets have been ranked in the top
only one . vice ace last week.
five of the AIAW or NCAA Division
"Thi atch is a major turning 11
championships seven of the last
point for s," said junior Kim
eight years.
Hicks "
set goals for ourselves
to play real ard and we wanted to
The Hornets tied for 5th in the
come out h ing to play only three
NCAA last year and are currently
games."
ranked 7th.
Now t
things are looking
better for theipartans, it remains to
Saturda.v night. the Spartans
be seen v. hettr there will he clear
will host Cal State -Fullerton in J
skies ahead.
"We’ve ettled things vve’ve PCAA match. The match is set tot,
tart at 7:30.
had problemsvith

OFF
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ENINSULA
UTOMOTIVE

Only
Fully Accredited by State Bar of California
BO College semester units required or special
status with equivalent experience
Financial
Tuition leas than $1100 per semester
aid program available 77 years of educating
California lawyers

COMPLETE LINE OF STOCK & CALBUG PARTS

626-5550
SAN FRANCISCO LAW SCHOOL

VW BUG RABBIT DASHER SCIROCCO
FALL
t’SPECIAL

TUNE UP
BRAKE JOB
CLUTCH WORK

STARTING AT $75.00
STARTING AT S129.00
STARTING AT S159 00

Engine Rebuilding and Macnine Shop Available

378-7033

1

861 CAMDEN AVE., #14, CAMPBELL j
EXPIRES 10 22 87

THE BROTHERS OF

Look Sharp For
Your Interview!
50% OFF ON ALL SUITS

All suns are personally ’Pod and altarrod by Vince Cinema
E goad tailor. European Ironed RIP 25 years experience
rnapr crede cards accepted

FRATERNITY NITE THURSDAY
NIGHT AT THE HOP
Sign Up To Be A Guest
Bartender and Make Money For
Your Frat Thursday Night

750 KAMIKAZES
BEER
750 DRAFTALL
NIGHT!
OLD TOWN
UPSTAIRS

354-4677

tosrman

LOS GATOS, CA.

50 UNIVERSITY AVE

A

raHrt:
A

Monday thrtr Saturday 10arn .6pm Thursday to 9pm
a3213 Moorpark ay San Jose (corns, of Moorpark
Saratoga,

(408) 293-3355

916 So. Bascon Ave., S.J.
(3 block,-, (-,outh of Hwy 2801
IIMMEMOMI MINIM
’IS 4.***

COLLEGE
BOWL

REJUVENATE OLD CLASSICS
REPAIR YOUR OLD SHOES

Wingtips
Pennyloafers
We also repair
briefcases and luggage
While you wait service
The only guaranteed shoe repair
249.0439

OLD TOWN
626 Town Country Village, San Jose
Across from Town & Country Theater

1 FREE
PAIR

of ladies heels
One pair
per customer
$5.00 Value

iiMMEIMM MOWN. MM.=

iSIGN up Now

408-252-3600

COBBLER S
BENCH

LSIAMRS

Easily converts from
a couch to a bed.

in this ad and get
free shoe rental with any
tuxedo rental.
Bring

FALL 1987 PLEDGE CLASS
Craig Manning
Kevin McMullen
Mark Parker
Robert Pennell
Jeffrey Stowe
Kyle Rootsaert
Scott White
Joel Willhalm

’41,71,4

TUXEDO RENTALS

CONGRATULATE THE

____

’For quality, a wide
-it
selection and prices, X i
you can sleep with. N~c1

We also do alterations.

SIGMA NU

Steven Bennett
Jeff Boswell
Richard Bodo
Todd Casho
Colin Clover
Ramon Colcer
Mark Harmon
David I,opez-Quintana

VP(

20 HAIGHT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102

The Varsity Sport of the Mind
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23
in the S.U. Guadalupe Room.

DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY,OCTOBER 21

at the S.U. Information Center!
For more info. call Judy at 277-9588
ip-
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Mark My Words

Spartan Stats
A weekly look at football numbers
PUNT RETURNS

RECORD (5-1)

Mark
Foyer

SAD
24
27
34
24

as

Busch league behavior
the St. Louis Cartiinal fans who sat out in
Toleft field during Game 6 of the National
League Championship Series Tuesday night:
GROW UP!
Your behavior was down right stupid.
It’s one thing to yell at players and taunt the
players, as you did with your consistent call of
"Jeffrey." toward Giants’ left fielder Jeffrey
Leonard. Even screaming and waving white
banners is all right.
But throwing stuff at the Giants’ left fielder
wasn’t only dumb. it was dangerous.
It’s a good thing that the beer thrown was done
after a foul ball. If the ball was fair when the beer
was thrown, who knows what may have happened.
lithe cowbell that was tossed during the
second inning had hit Leonard in the head,
knocking him out of the game. manager Roger
Craig would have been right to demand that the
game be forfeited for your unruly behavior.
The coins you threw could have hurt your own
cause. Just think about it. If Vince Coleman. while
chasing a fly ball. had stepped on a coin, he could
have slipped and fallen. Thus, what appeared to be
a routine out might have been an extra base hit.
All because of your ignorance.

a iher
ted 13

your actions Tuesday night can be compared
with (believe it or not) a certian group of
New York Yankee fans when the Yankees
were in post-season play in the 70s.
You may not like this titillation. but it’s true.
Your behavior was that bad.
On the other hand, San Francisco fans were
well bahaved when the Giants hosted the Cardinals
over the weekend.
Sure, Sunday’s game had to be stopped to pick
up some streamers and a couple of beach balls. But,
there was no personal attack on any of your beloved
Cardinals.
You complained about the taunting of
shortstop Ozzie Smith. I got news for you. During
last year’s World Series. I3oston fans taunted
Darryl Strawberry. Met fans retaliated by taunting
Calvin Schiraldi.
Now granted, Giants’ fans haven’t been model
citizen: in the past. Don’t believe me. Ask Dodger
manager Tommy Lasorda. A few of times. GiantDodger game have nearly turned into riots.The
National Gaurd was almost called out for one game
this year.
Now. maybe the National Guard should be
positioned in left field. along side you "fans."

ire deve produals
wet to
e -ence
e. The
.he top
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your behavior. all America is now
With
cheering for Leonard. After Leonard got
his "shower," he was offered a towel by
an usher, but turned it down.
The following inning. Leonard, while sitting
on the bench gave a big wave to a television
camera. as if to show he was all right.
Through it all, Leonard showed a lot of class.
While some of his statements may have been
thought of to be as insulting, they weren’t. He just
stated his feelings.
The last two games of the NLCS were played
in Busch Stadium. While the name of the stadium is
right. the spelling should be changed to Bush
Stadium. Afterall. the behavoir you exhibited was
bush league.
I hope the fans who were in left field
Wednesday night were better behaved. A bad
reputation is a hard thing to lose.
As for the rest of you St. Louis fans who said
the Giant fans were the worst you have ever seen,
don’t be to quick to judge. Just take a look at the
jerks who were out in left field Tuesday night.
Mark Foyer, the assistant sports editor of
the Spartan Daily, had a great time watching at
the NIA’S at Candlestick. "Mark My Words,"
will run again in two weeks.
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OPP
3
25
36
17
19
6

Eastern Illinois
Cal
Oregon State
Stanford
Cal State Fuller1on
New Mexico State

RUSHING
ATT
91
42
11
7
10
3
4
4
2
1
21
195
231

K Jadtson
Saxon
Christensen
Stewart
R Robinson
Lutz
LOcy
Lrggins
Hawkins
Stamps
Perez
SJSU
OPP

NET

vos
457
221
75
31
25
19
10
4
3
0
-7
038
390

AVG
5,3

Arr
cOMP
Perez
205 125
Locy
24 18
41
Lutz
31
43
236 145
1829
217 105
1244

YDS
1524
251
11
33.0
61.4
48 4

pci INT
60.9 11 7
75.0 2 0
25.0Saxon
1 OSJSU
1470PP
76

RECEIVING
Liggins
Saxon
K Jackson
J. Johnson
Klump
McCloud
Roberts
Robinson

Harbison
Stewart
Hodges
S Wells
SJSU
OPP

NO
41
33
20
18
8
6
5
4
3
3
2
2
145
105

YDS
504
291
176
380
163
119
70
25
45
30
12
9
1829
1244

AvG
12 3
8.8

TD
4

8.8

2
4
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
14
7

21.1
20 4
19.8
14.0
6.2
15.0
10.0
6.0
4.5
12.6
11 8

PUNTING
Diehl
Team
SJSU
OPP

NO
26
1
27
37

YDS
989
0
989
1550

Saxon
Blackshear
Klump
RODerts
S. Wells

4.4 oPP

PASSING

AVG LNG
38 0 50
00
0
36 6 50
41 9 61

YDS
149
157
145

AVG UP
9.3 61
2.7
0.3 61
9.7 26

KICK RETURNS

6.8 SJSU
2.5
63
2.5
1.0
1.5
0
-0.3
4.3
2.0

NO
16
3
19
15

S Wells
Moore
SJSU
OPP

No
12
6
2
1
1
22
33

ros
341
131
13
25
9
517
657

AVG LNG
28.4 49
21.8 34
6.5 13
250 25
9
9.0
23.5 49
19 9 44

KICK SCORING
FG Pis
Ware:
22-25
6-9 40
OPP
8-9 6-10 26
OliTarez FG rile& 33.38,20.36,26.46.
011veraz FG mime - 29,40.52.

TEAM STATISTICS
First downs
Rushing
Paseng
Penalty
Rushing
Attempts
Avg per play
Avg per game
Passing
Attempts
Completions
Interceptions
Avg per play
Avg per game
Total offense
Plays
Avg per play
Avg per game
Fumbles lost
Penalties yards
Punts avg

OPP
sJsu
134
112
48
47
77
48
9
19
473
838
195
231
4.3
2.0
139.7
78.8
1244
1829
236
217
145
105
7
6
7.7
5.7
304.8 207.3
2667 1717
431
448
62
3.8
444.5 2136.2
137 21 10
72 499 49 435
27 37.6 37 41.9

DEFENSIVE LEADERS
TOTAL TACKLES 130 or more} Kidney 52. Pauu 46. Resnick 37, Cox
36, Pasch 33. Alexander 32. Knox 31
TOTAL SACKS - Sandson 5,
Pauu 5, Brown 4, Kidney 3, Alexander
3
RECOVERIES - T
FUMBLE
Wells 3, Alcantara 2. Burnside 2
INTERCEPTIONS - Frasch
2,
Kidney. Cox, Coffee. Brown

83 players cross
NFL picket line
NF.W YORK (AP) - Some of the biggest names in
the NFL broke ranks with their striking teammates
Wednesday. leading 83 players back to work on the
worst day of the 24 -day -old strike for the NFL Players
Association.
Those who beat the I p.m. deadlinc for reporting
included such stars as Lawrence Taylor. Steve Largent,
Ozzie Newsome and Andre Tippett as the total of players
who have returned to their teams increased to 223. about
14 percent of the I .585 players under union jurisdiction.
That didn’t include 13 Los Angeles Rams, among
them All -Pro running back Eric Dickerson and quarterback Jim Everett. who may be in Thursday.
Team spokesman Pete Donovan said the 13 "had
expressed a desire to return’ and had been given the day
off "to avoid a media circus."
"There is uncertainty in all of what’s happening."
said Rams Coach John Robinson. "If my source is accurate. these 13 people will be in tommorrow. We submitted these names in accordance with the policies of the
NFL regarding the deadline."
That left only the Washington Redskins with nobody in camp, after All -Pro defensive end Dexter Manley said he was reconsidering his decision to return. The
union, however, said the new defections would have no
effect on its determination to stay out.
"Whatever the numbers are. they certainly aren’t
the wholesale defections that management was expecting," said Doug Allen, the NEPA’s assistant executive
director.
"If they’re waiting for attrition to end this strike.
they have a long way to go. It seems to us they’d be a lot
better served negotiating than trying to bust the union."
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Berry dismisses Owens
from SJSU hoop squad
Ry Nelson (7ardadeiro
Daily staff writer
Reggie Owens, SJSU’s starting forward for the last three
years, has been dismissed from the
basketball team. Spartan coach
Bill Berry announced Wednesday.
Berry dropped the 6-foot -7
()wens from the squad because he
felt the senior "had some academic things he was not taking
care of and some personal things
that needed attention. He needed
more time to do that."
Owens, when contacted by
the Spartan Daily, refused to comment until meeting with Sports Information Director Lawrence Fan
later this week.
Berry said his coaching staff
had been working with Owens for
many hours, both on and off the
court.
"He was taking up too much

tit our time." Berry said. "It
wasn’t fair to the other players."
Berry added that Owens did
not meet the team’s on and off
court responsibilities.
"We have guidelines the
guys follow and he was not doing
it." Flerry said. "It is a good, supportive structure."
Berry cited that Owens was
let go after he missed a class last
Thursday.
Owens was recognized as one
of the top rebounders on the West
Coast and was a pre -season honorable mention All-American selection by Street & Smith’s last
year.
The Oceanside High School
graduate led the Pacific Coast Athletic Association in rebounds during the 1985-86 with an average of
8.7 a game.
Last year. he led the Spartans

in rebounding with a 7.4 average
and was second on the team in assists with 73.
His 692 career rebounds
ranks fifth on the Spartans all-time
I ist
Owens was named the PCAA
"Freshman of the Year" for the
1984-85 season and a second team
all -conference choice that same
season.
But after averaging 11.7
points a game his first season.
Owens’ scoring production had
dropped to 10.9 for 1985-a6 campaign and 8.0 last year. That was
third best on the team.
Berry said that Owens departure will not affect the team’s
starting lineup.
"He may or may not of been
a starter this year.’ Berry said.
"That would of been determined
at practice.

Former Olympic hopeful takes
the helm for Spartan judo team
By Hans Ingehretsen
Daily stet writer

Times are changing for the
Spartan judo team. This semester
sees the arrival of a new assistant
coach, former Olympic team Merit her Keith Nakasone. who is replacing Dave Long at the helm.
A member of the ill-fated 1980
Olympic team that was forced by political maneuvering to boycott the
games. he is also a past Pan American champion and a three-time collegiate champion, having competed
for SJSU from 1974 through 1978.
Though long-time head coach
Yosh Uchida remains the figurehead
for the team, the day-to-day coaching is done by the assistant coach.
who runs the practices anti travels to
tournaments with the team.
Long shows great respect for
his replacement.
"I’d say Keith is one of the four
or five best judo players in the
United States," Long said. "His
techniques and achievements far surpass me. He probably would have
been our best shot at a medal at the
’80 Olympics if the peanut farmer
(former President Jimmy Carter)
hadn’t screwed things up.
"In 1975 he walked in and won
the collegiates and the senior nationals as an I 8 -year-old freshman. and
just blew everytxxly away. He Weill
on to become a five-time senior na
tional champ.’’ Long said.
Having left the team to attend to
his business as an insurance broker
anti to spend time with his farnilv
Long still keeps in touch with team
members and offers advice. As a
member of the U.S. International
Coaching Staff, he also worts to insure that top SJSU players get the
national recognition they deserve.
From mid -1985 to the end ot
the spring ’87 semester, Long drove
the Spartan judo players to one seeond-place and two first -place fin
ishes at the collegiate nationals,

the process gaining the distinction of
being voted coach of the year two
years in a row.
Nakasone disappeared from the
judo world after the heartbreak of the
’80 Olympics, but re-emerged years
later.
"I kind of went into a shell
until 1984. I spent all the time and
all the money I had on the sport, and
was. quite frankly, very bitter. But
to put it straight, you’ve got to put
back in what you get out of the program.’’ he said.
"There are some great athletes
who just can’t teach, and some great
athletes who don’t give anything
back. but Keith is one of those guys
who really believes he has a moral
obligation to give back to the sport
what he has learned,’’ Long said.
Though he didn’t get a chance
to prove himself at the Olympics.

Nakasone seems determined to in
sure that current SJSU judo players
get their chances to attend the ’88
Olympics. Team captain Kevin
Asano. in the 132 -pound division.
and Joe Wanag. ranked No. I in the
nation at 189. are both prime candidates to make the Olympic team.
Mike Swain, who is also an assistant
coach for the Spartans, is expected
to make the Olympic team as well.
"The whole dream of any athlete is to make the Olympic team. If
an athlete trains hard, I will support
him 110 percent," Nakasone said.
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Talk to your Kaypro-fessional at Griffon
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hard drive.
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From page /
slated or trying to find a career goal
is yyelcome to come to the presentation." said 1)ebra A. Sampson -Rooassistant director coordinator
i-campus interview prointerested in exploring
Air Trattic Controllers or
welcome to
Saki?, InspeCinis
inlirrmation session at 4:30
attend
p.m. Tuesslo in the Aviation Department’s Structures Lab.
I oi those who wish to find out
it they haye the aptitude to be an air
tram,: controller, an exam will he
go.en bon) h-10 p.m. OT1 Tuesday
10110%111g the information session.
Contact Debra Boogaard in the
Career Planning and Placement Center. Building Q for information con,eiiiing any of the aviation pro.1.011\

Reef built
to increase
fish supply

Sue Bowling - Daily staff photographer
Dart Reardon. a

public relat.

senior, claims he acts like a kid in a cand

store when it comes tri bargain items al the Spartan Bookstore.

Panel dispels myths about sales careers
.ty orraine Grant
:.),3,1y. staff writer
Appiovininelv 50 students par
ticipated in the -lit \ Listing in a Sales
("meet. !),1\111, and Realities- progt am 1 uessla \ in the \ linaden Room
of the Student I ’mon
-This st:1111Ilia gave me a good
idea of %111 It would he like to ivork
.ts a sales repiesentative.- said Mark
Marroquin.
SJS1’ senior maiming
in mai keting
’ It doesn’t mattei \\ hat you
maim in We.e had sonic sUccessful people minoring in history.- said
: Chris Jovee, maiketing repiesenta
rave ha [tames Hind [’harm:is:cull
eals and an S.ISC alumnus.
thought I \% a, locked into ;le
rest of im lit, I ’
’

is the hest job I’ve

CVO

11,1,1

Said.

Tacit panelist \vas introduced
and gt \ en an opportunity to give
some background on their sales 4.4onipally
hat it takes to lie successful
in the business and lima to prepare
youiself
?mei \ ie). questions related hi sales.
’You’ \re got to he vourself
You ha \ e to use the sales techniques
that \\ oik tor you.- Joyce said
"Yon need to Ile tiained on
licm to 4,0. as iv ell as. the product.
The pnmary importance is the product knoWledne, \mi.! Silks) Milton.
88 Computer s)s.
salesman tot
tem),
"I don’t think you’re locked
4144 an industry. ’You Cali 1110VC illt0

something else. I’d father stay’ in
sales. 1 don’t want to yoik hard, I
yk ant to volts smart My molly ation
inoncy
said Milton. yylio has
been in the sales business tor seYen
need to ask \ ourself are
ritt .thle to take an asme iole in a
sales carrel Sales is more than a
salespeison W hen the \ (the public)
look at tis. yye’re lemesenting the en,

ke
More

!hail

evpeLied

salc,

said

TO

ETIk

sales rePtc‘clihrme
I teekernianager for lilack
Soik pinned out that some sales
representatives evpeit to sell products by technique alone. instead ot
learning about the piothis I COM
pletely to help sales

Sink Whii Is Ilie

"The prinialy aspect ot
is selling techniques. You hoe the
opportunity to I ind where ).riti »ant
to go and go in and out ot d I tetent
areas,- Sald tarlsne t’haii, sales
toi Pacific We tern
representany
Rank.
"The harder you work, the het ter you do arid the more money you
make. You hay,: hi he organiied and
meet all objections and appointments
as you go along,- said Desmond
Johnson. Ifistrict \tanager for liarnes-Hind.
"Hopefully we took care of
about sales and
sonie ot the ni\
high lighted the realities The ein
plos els L.1110\ 0111111,2 It,
L’il/111111,
aIld
pio
statit.’111s.
\A’ilkes
tar42,11,41
\
gram coordinator

lai gm el k ilkns

1VIajor utility company votes to default on payment
i
N H
1 he decision to default riii a 44,3-7
deht
meta hy the Sea
brook nuclear plants Main OIAIICI
could riy al the Three Nide Island all
at:Odell! la ItS CitCCh 011 the III
analyst says.
dustry,
The 1.1 -member hiraril rit directors of Public Set \ ice Co. ot No\
Hairpslthe \cacti Tuesslo to skis
pend scheduled interest payments on
various bonds. the first of winch is
due Thurssla . spokesman John Cav anagh said
The tlefault ivould make Public
Service the first moor proratel

...sliest ludo tri default on a bond
pav Went sllICC
Uffeat I kpiCss1011.
1.11C

CO11111:111

to

!Ids

the hill. dining \.% 111).11 time sled not, ale barred troin taking action.
such as tiling MI nuoltintary hank
ruptcy reorgam/ation. said Charles
liayless. company financial \ ice
president.
Though company officials had
predicted such action it the utility
defaulted. they hope a bankruptcy
judge will encourage creditors to
give a $1 I billion debt restructuring
plan a chance to work.
If bankruptcy occurs. it \you’d
1),1

III

\

To buy, or Not to buy
that is not the question . .
The question is who can give you
the best solution . . .
The One
and Only:

P.C. Buy Back Policy
Buy your computer from N.A.C. now, and after
you graduate, just bring in your diploma and we
guarantee to buy it back!

Price
Chart

Util-

Depression
1),in Si. otti
nail y analyst
ith I I. Roth., hild
Ncyy York,
said the delarilt
’,wino \ estop,
to reassess \ estments lallItles.
Tills Is
;t ’Cal inairit
\ ent.Scotto said " I heres been a real
strong heliet in the analytical community that utilities don’t default.-It’s going to send peopli. back
to the drays rig hoard and rot, d it ter .
ently at utilities. the same \yr:1y peo.
ple looked differently at utilities
after Three Mile Island.- Scotto
said. referring to the Penns\ I\ ania
ity smse the (neat
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plata alai in 1979 was the site ot the
nations ysorst conunercial nth [CM
ident.
Ste \ en 1),I \ is. president of Con
solidated [Males and Communica
thins Ins . tie% York hased gimp
of boildholtleis that has presented its
(mil bailout plan for Public Set
he said
1t doesn’t come as any. great
surprise." Davis said. adding that
his company is not directly alto. led
by the default. "It reflects the ditta
cult cash position that they ’re in, and
suppose it’s ilk()
TO he a sig-

nal that they ’,sally do believe the,.
need cash
hilific Service has been pushed
to the brink in a bankruptcv filing hy
as S.".. billion In\ estment
the $5
billion Seabrook plant PILITIS Unveiled in 196X called for a SI billion
plant that
?.?1,
III1C III 1979.
State talk prohibits utilities
from shaiging toi plants until they
operate commercially . arid Seabrook. though Masted wilt nuclear
fuel. has been kept limn stalling by
snags in (4\ as nation planning and
strialent imposition.

S NTA MONICA (AP) The
nation’, biggest man-made rock
wet’, piles of rock spread over a
mile-squai e section of ocean bottom,
will reestahlish the Santa Monica
liaising fish breeding
BAN as
biologists said Wednesday.
Tractors began shoving quarry
rock In ought hy barge from Santa
(
ina Island into the sea a mile off
walltogeis State Beach on Wednes,1,1\ winning. beginning a contrucii in ;ri wet expected to take up to I I
$375.001) project funded
by the California Department of Fish
and (;:iine \\ as called the most ambitious project \ et to enhance nearshin e tisliei Ws
Southern California,
said
department
marine
resonice, supervisor Herb Frey.
"What this reef will do is proside more recreational fishing by
concentrating tish and making them
more easily caught.- Frey said. "It
\\
certainlv InereilSe the fish lxipillation in Santa \lonica Bay."
Dthei artilicial reefs have been
built oft Salt Diego. Oceanside and
Huntington Beach. although on a
much miriller scale. said Frey.
’I he so-called "mega-reef" 70lea-deep in Santa Monica Bay will
lie composed of 20.(XX1 tons of island rock clustered in 48 separate
piles tip to 12 -feet high. said Grant,
addrii2 it y as the largest such reef in
the
"Someone might say this is 48
wet,. but it is really lust one." he
stressed. "We sank a lot of vessels
that aie reefs. and they are certainly
This is the largest man-made
ky reef. Biologists have determined the
configuration is the hest to attract
and host y at let or
and shellfish. Frey noted.
The department’s reef construction program began in the late 1950s
tisiml ’link cars, derelict trolley cars
and other materials. including wom
tires The tires heaved into the sea
ott Huntington Fieach eventually
wound up on beach.
"We will never put one in
again like that. I think everybody
learned from that one," Frei/ said.
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Petition: Names solicited

Opportunity knocks

From page /
Rice explained that SJSU has a
Tables will he set up in front of the large number of- fai:ilities that need
Student Union and between the to be renovated.
men’s and women’s gyms, Rice
"To maintain something is a lot
said.
cheaper than to replace it. he said.
"It’s not as easy as you think. "If this continues wrre going to
Not everyone’s a voter," he said.
have to condemn things.’’
"This initiative is of historical
Paul Gann. who authored the
importance to education," Rice
current education funding law. is
said."We all have a stake in this."
"The existing budget limit working to qualify a hill that would
could force over $23 billion in cut- limit education spending (in the 1988
backs to education. law enforce- bal lot .
"If it passes, there will be sig,ment, health care, and senior programs,’ according to the California nificant increase in tuition fees because the same formula will he used
Teachers Association.
California is ranked last in the to decide the education budget,"
country in funding per student and Rice said.
first in the country for large class
This proposal also will take
sizes. Rice said.
$6(8) million of the states general
"We could have a one-third in- fund away from education and spend
crease in the budget and still it would it exclusively on transportation,
not be enough to get past mainte- according to the California Teachers
nance," Rice said.
Association KTA

Guidelines: Policy set

an

I.i Ping Chen questions Rober Romig (left)
and Donald Kirk (right) about SJSI ’’s grad-

uate engineering program at Graduate Study
Day held in the Student t nion Ballroom and

weeney

ally

staff photographer

Amphitheatre Wednesday. Representatives
from over 80 schools participated.

Monkey: SJSU receives muscle tissues soon
From page /
Soviet scientists freed the arm of a
monkey being subjected to similar
treatment on the surface to see what
sort of problems it might cause.
They decided to continue the mission and brought the capsule down
after fourteen days in orbit.
Tass did not say whether Verosha’s activities had an effect on the
landing.

Before departing for Moscow
on Monday, Oct. 5. Marilyn Vasques.one of the NASA Ames Research Center researchers who is involved in the program. described the
Soviet equipment.
At the original site the Soviet
scientists are standing by with mobile labs and a "giant tent," she
said.
Vasques will be one of the

Americans who is scheduled to reeel ve specimens from the Soviets.
The American research team of
eight scientists, including Vasques,
is headed by James Connolly, Cosmos project manager, Dr. Rodney
Ballard and Dr. Richard Grindeland.
The team left for the Soviet Union
on Oct. 5 and plan to stay there approximately 30 days before returning
with the research material.

SJSU chemistry professor Leon
Yengoyan and Dr. Stan Ellis, a former NASA scientist who directed re search int() muscle degeneration in
weightlessness. will be examining
muscle tissue samples from the rats.
Biology professor Dan Holley,
his co-researcher. Carol Markley
and an associate at Florida’s A & M
University will be working with the
pineal glands of the rats.

Judge upset with ’Night Stalker’s’ lawyers
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A judge
angrily berated Richard Ramirez’
defense attorneys Wednesday for
being unprepared anti set a trial date
of Feb. 1 for the "Night Stalker"
defendant, indicating he will not tolerate further delays.
To prove his point, Superior
Court Judge Michael Tynan disposed of a defense motion without
waiting for arguments from Daniel
Hernandez and Arturo Hernandez,
who said they were unprepared.
As Daniel Hernandez recited a
a litany of reasons for continuing the
matter further. the judge snapped
"This sounds like something from
Abbott and Costello.. ’
"Gentlemen, there is a history
in this case of excuses for not being
prepared," said Tynan. who pointed
out that the defense had two years to
get ready for Ramirez’ trial on 14
murder charges and 31 related felonies.
Ramirez. a 27 -year-old drifter
from El Paso. Tex.. is charged with
being the infamous "Night Stalker"
whose killing rampage terrified Cali-

fornia residents in the sumnier of
1985.
Ramirez’ lawyers, who are not
related, arrived in court Wednesday
seeking a continuance of testimony
and arguments on a motion they had
filed to separate the various charges
against their client into different trials.
The motion claimed that since
the murders occurred in widely diverse locations including the San
Fernando Valley and Pomona. they
should each be tried where they occurred. The defense lawyers said
they wanted a delay in order to call
witnesses and prepare arguments.
"You’ve had two years to get
prepared," said Tynan. "You simply haven’t done your job. I think
it’s time to go....I want this case to
go forward and it’s obvious to me
you haven’t done anything substantial to get ready for this motion.’
Daniel Hernandez replied that
an attorney assigned to aid the defense had been ill and unable to help
in preparations.
"I feel a little bit run down and

stressed out because I’ve had to re gear and prepare these motions,"
said Hernandez.
Deputy District Attorney P.
Philip Halpin said he was ready to
argue the motion.
"Are you ready to argue, Mr.
Hernandez?" asked the judge.
"I’m not prepared to argue."
said Hernandez. "I’m not prepared
to present witnesses either.’
The judge then heard Halpin’s
argument against changing the location of any part of the trial. Hernandez refused to respond, and the
judge denied the motion.
"This case involves an enormous amount of geography," said
Tynan. "...The Los Angeles central
district is the only reasonable forum
to try this case."
He then ruled that a defense
motion to continue the trial until
Feb. 1 was "reasonable." He ordered attorneys not to become involved in any other litigation which
might prevent them from going to
trial then.
Ramirez. who sat slumped in a
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chair at the counsel table. vkas asked
if he agreed to the delay.
"What date is that?" he asked.
apparently confused.
"The date your counsel is requesting is Feb. I . 1988, said
Tynan who asked if the defendant
waived his right to a speedy. trial and
agreed to that date.
"Yes.’’ said Ramirez.
Tynan then ordered attorneys
back to his courtroom Thursday for
action on further defense motions.
They indicated they might not be
ready to proceed.

From page I
deficiency virus education program
for students and employees
analyze individual
circumstances and respond to persons with
AIDS on a case -by -case basis
Flattle said SJSU has established an AIDS Education Committee. The 13 -person panel includes
two students, a representative from
the student services. Battle. and
other people from campus.
The committee is responsible
for SJSU’s AIDS Awareness Week
and also sponsored the event about a
year-and -a-half ago, Battle said.
For students who cannot attend
the AIDS Awareness Week presentations, there is also an information
table in front of the Student Union.
"Either way (with the presentations), we educate people about
AIDS," Battle said.
He said that he expects the
Awareness Week to become an annual event.
"As long as it (AIDS) has an
impact on the community, we should
continue to educate them." he said.
The CSU guidelines recommended by the chancellor’s office
are:
Employees with A1DS/AR-

e,
3
82 Monterey
7th treet

Spartan

treef Stadium’

C/HIV POSITIVE TES -I- should he
afforded normal working conditions
and participation in activ ities in an
unrestriced manner as long as they
are physically and psychologically
able.
The campus should provide
reasonable accommodation in a
manner consistent with those porvided hit- other medical problems.
Employees with AIDS/ARC/HIV POSITIVE test would be
given assistance. consistent with
other illnesses. in obtaining apppropriate medical care. education. accommodations.
Campuses will not restrict access to common areas. such as dining halls, gyms. libraries. etc. to
persons with the AIDS virus.
An employee concerned with
the presence of a person with AIDS
virus should be directed to a knowledgeable person to allay their fears.
Such educational programs should
be provided. It should he undersfixxl
that refusal to work with a person
with AIDS does not excuse an employee from fulfulling assigned job
responsibilities.
Regular medical fi)llow-ups
should be encouraged for those with
the AIDS virus.

Pagoda House
Chinese Food
10% Off Special
Specializing in
Cantonese Style Cooking
293-3192
148A W. Alma Ave.
Tues-Suni I I :30am-9:()Opm
Closed Monday
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From Then .....
. . . To Now

1

21st Century Technology...
Today at SJSU
On November 1st San Jose State University will begin utilizing the
advanced technology of an electronic telecommunication system. This
system is more than just a phone, it offers you, the user:
* Voicemail - Provides each user with a

*

personal message-center.

Call Transfer -Allows the user to transfer a
call to another user.

* Data Communication - Simultaneou.s voice

*

Call Forwarding - Allows calls to be forwarded

and data capabilities.

* Electronic Telephone - Programmable features

to another user.

Group Listening - Allows other users to listen
in on a call only.

*

Conference Calling - Allows up to 7 people to
join in on one can.

1

*

Do Not Disturb Capacity - Temporarily blocks
an incoming calls.

Callback - AlloN.vs a callback message to be left on an
internal extension when it is busy or
not answered.

Call Pick-up - Allows a user to answer any ringing
extension within an assigned call
pick-up group.

’AP employees will have a chance to acquaint themselves with the new
system internally, prior to the changeover date. Here’s your opportunity
to preview the system, and learn how to utilize all the great features at
ane of our free training sessions.
1

Multi -line and Single -line Telephones

DATA TRAINING

Monday, Oct.12 to Friday, Oct. 30

Monday, Oct. 19 to Wednesday, Oct. 21

8:30 - 10:00

8:30 - 10:00

10:30 - 12:00

10:30 - 12:00

1:30 - 3:00

1:30 - 3:00

3:30 - 5:00

3:30 - 5:00
For reservations please call:

Reminders:

277-3272

There win be new nwnbers for every telephone on campus.
The new prefix win be 924. which means the new 5 digit on-campus extension will
be 4XXXX, instead of 7XX20C.
To get an outside line dial 7 instead of 9.
To get emergency, just dial 911.

An abbreviated, temporary directory of new extensions will be distributed at changeover time on
November 1st. In the meantime, you are urged to learn the numbers in your local area in order to
experience the pleasure of the many new features you will have even prior to changeover. Enjoy!

Extras

Spartan Daily/Thursday, October 15. 1987

Bloom County

YesterDaily
Local News

General News

A University Police officer acted correctly
when he stopped Spartan Village residents from
renting parking spaces to sponsors of a Village
fund-raiser, said UPD Chief Lew Schatz.
The officer, Sgt. Edwin Anderson. intervened
when residents rented spaces at one of their lots on
Oct. 3. The group had not received permission to
hold the fund-raiser from SJSU president Gail Fullerton, who has authority over all activities on university property.
Fullerton said she would not approve of such
an event if students had to park their cars on the
streets, interfering with neighborhood parking. The
event was held the day of a Spartan f(x)tball game,
which creates extensive parking problems in the stadium area.
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A brief look at yesterday’s news

SJSU administrators agreed to take action on the various problems disabled students have had with
campus construction sites.
The absense of warning ribbons and cones at
the sites has caused some dangerously close calls
between students and construction vehicles. according to John Moore, president of the Disabled Students Association.
Mo Qayoumi, associate vice president of facilities and operations. agreed with Student Union
Director Ron Barrett that the issue needed to be discussed with state officials and construction workers.
Barrett said he had already spoken with several
of the workers. Qayoumi planned to write a letter to
the California State Inspectors and Contractors in
Long Beach for advice on implementing more precautionary measures.

A missle fired from Iran exploded at an Iraqi
elementary school Tuesday morning as pupils filed
into the building for classes. killing 32 people and
wounding 218, officials said.
Nearly all of the victims were children.
Schrapnel, shattered concrete and glass tlew
through the school’s playground. witnesses said.
Twelve members of one family were killed in the
house which received a direct hit.
It was the fourth Iranian missile to strike Bagdad, the Iraqi capital. since Oct. 4. Iran has lobbed
more than 30 missies into the city since the war between the two nations began seven years ago.
The missile hit a house facing the scho()I, starting a fire and sending debris flying int() the sch(x)Iyard. witnesses reported. Neighbors said 12 members of the family living in the house were killed .
"The whole family was killed except for their
two sons, Faek and !mad who are fighters at the battlefront," said Abu Khalil. a neighbor.
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Haitian presidential candidate Yves Volel was
shot and killed by police Tuesday as he delivered a
speech in front of police headquarters demanding
the release of a prisoner, witnesses said.
Plainclothes policemen shot several times at
Vole!. who was struck once in the head and died instantaneously, Radio Metropole reported.
Volel, a member of the center-left Christian
Democratic Rally, was a persistent critic of the governing junta of Lt. Gen. Henri Namphy. He was
protesting the jailing of LI political activist who had
been held without trial for a month.
Police cleared the area of bystanders and reporters after the sh(x)ting. confiscating all cameras.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

OF CHRIST just off campus, 81 N
8th SI . 286-0348 Need a ride? We
e re Christ c.ter. Bible believing and people loving
Bible
cies.. Sundey at 9 30 A.. .
Tuefiday st 7.30 P M Sunday
Worship at 10 AM &GPM Dorm
Bible studies available
CIVIL WAR reenacting Is the exciting
way to learn HISTORY and noel
people with your Interests. Call
Barry et 35,1-4481 for Info
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL

PLAN.

Enroll now! Save your 1.th. eyes
e nd money too. For informal’.
end brochure eee A.S. office or
call (408) 371-6811
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE 1.’1 It time
you cot down to the busInees of
your Me purpose? Alternative Careenvork
Assessments
Since
1970 Carol Willis, M A., 734-9110

AUTOMOTIVE

CAREER OPPORTUNITY!! Start your
own multi II. insurance egency
Up to $30,000 guarentee. Complete training program at no cost
to you with major company.
todey 371-4663.

Cali

AL SILVA et SWANSON-FORDISUZU in Lo. Gatos 356-2101
Find out how you can qualify for
LOAN today"
’90 PHOENIX, ac crux, new tires battery. one owner. ilfe werrenty on
$3200,

Call

bands for Friday night dances
Call Pet et 293-0422
EASY MONEY, SALES REPS. no exp.
Prefer work weekends or evenings Name your hours. pay.

AFFORDABLE

COMPUTERS.

EULIPIA RESTAURANT Is hiring bus.. and welters for lunch
dinner. OMet etude. job. Call 280.161, 374 S. 1st St.
FEDERAL.STATE & CIVIL service
lobe $14.707468,811byr New hiring! Call JOB LINE 1-518-4593611.ect F404 for Info 241v

part time. Don-295-8641
HELP NEEDED. Counter person for
Espresso Bar neer campus. 185
Perk Ave , San Jose, Suite 179.

XT -turbo system. $497, ($639
?
disk. clock, 510’0 - AT’ frrn
$979 (come seer) Ail system. Inc’
Monitor. kbd 3331 El Confine,
Sent. Clare, 249-4221 FINANC.
ING AVAILABLE.
PC-COMII Computer & Accesoriel.
404 S. 3rd St., *2, (408) 295-1606.
One block from campus. Network
$995 IBM AT compafible $1,095.
XT $525. Printer P10801 $179.
6%
Han! disk. onodem. mouse
off for students with I D . ComTHIRD
puter 6 Accoosories 404 S.
ST., Son Joe. (406) 295-1806
SPARTANS

RENTING?

WISH TO
BUY? Call Babe and elan packing 2 Winn mobile home under
20K. Babe’s Homes, 241-2659

FOR SALE
IBM

SELECTR1C
nonoorr.teble
Good conditIon, S145 Call 267.
4490

THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP
SAN JOSE instflution
hes been
for 15 yaws College-level students of history, political science.
Black. Aston end Chluno studies, socks! work. women’ stud.
Ibor history, end mauler,. &
socialism should come In end
browse We el. have. In English
transletion, Soviet terrtbooks In
oclel *Genres We carry
both new and used book. In the
above fiek. as well ea fiction, pothe

etry,

children s

much more
pertodicals

mysteries,

snd

boaters, r.ords &
snd the Juan Choi-

con Gallery leeturing poilticel
third world, and wornen’a art
B READ & ROSES BOOKSHOP 9S0 S. Ebel St Seri Jose. 294-2930, (3 blocks south of 0290)

HELP WANTED

call 993-9433 7AM-5PM

MOO, 1010 W 01 Confine Reel,
Sunnyvale, 737-9903
BACK TO
IMO le Wodilltfillfill111111111fillt1111
Omit Nib oppetlently ter reliantlab 1004
6111110116. Pill
?
oire 416. We lep deter *engines
aseoluieng ter No Ca*. lineal
nowelepot Fl.lble haute lot
Milts Cell
feeble people,
Wary 370-90Nft I
111JOR I ASSOCIATES ADVERTISING
WU I. conducting on campus In-

Earn
top SUSSIS Marla Cal.... Is
now hiring for all hours No exp.-

rIcmce necessary WIII vein Call
2/15-7130. 2831 Meridian Ave.. S.J.
WEEKENDS AM’s, $8.50 to help ow live. heeithy physical chall grad
with morning mutt. Nurse-side
sop C811356-2716

HOUSING
LARGE CLEAN QUIET w prkg 3 bdrm,
2 bth. nr campus. $650 529 S
10th St 275-1945
ROOMMATE WANTED" R.ponsIble
& fun person to shore Evergreen
arse house
M F prefer. non.
smoker, 5.317 no
1 3 utilities
Cali Robin al 270-0237
STUDIO APARTMENTS 2 mlies North
of campus Oulel security building Singles only S395 to $425 Supermarket one block. bus
lite
rail .erby No pets Neer intersection of 101 880 t058 N 411. St.

unt. 1 blk from SJSU Rent is
$375 mo
S300 deposit or best
offer I pay tr. waiter bill Call Mich.’ Burick at (415) 363-8569

IN HELPING YOUNG
PEOPLE?? Comte. needed for
an efter.hool sports and activities program in San Jose Middle
Schools

(Jr

High)

Sports

Randy al 249-6060
MONEY!

MONEY.
MONEY.
Telermarloort your way to lots of It
If your embitious, self -motivated
and illo people, call us On the job

training immedieto openings In
our pleesant, comfort.. Csmpbell Gnu Full end Pert time Call
370-9090
PART AND FULL TIME RETAIL HELP.
NatIonal firm now hen Immediete
openings, Starting ploy rote le
$10. No experience is .eded loc.. of our intensive on the fob
training progreon Good meth emi
reeding skills ere plus
Some
evening nd werfirend positIons
e re svelte. end some floolbelty
Is allowed during final totems In
midden 11 you qualIfy, corporete
scholorshIps ere awarded Intern.
ships are posslble end you may
.rn 2.3.4 credits per quarter or
semester During your wInler
spring

and

.peclaliy

(work) or 971-9628 iv mewl.

PERSONALS

or

Scouting beckgr.nd helpful. but
call
not
necessary
$5 75 hr.

summer

breaks, Nil time work Is avsileble
Call todey tor information and en
Interview, or call Monday through
Frklay betw.n 10 and 3PM. (4011)
922-0666 fl the lino Is busy
please be pcitlent end try again
An equal opportunity company

ALCOHOLICS

ANONYMOUS
open
discussion groCampue Christian
Cntr, 11 30 , WEDNESDAYS, 10th
/ Son Carlo. Prerequisite. A DESIRE TO LIVE,FREE & SOBER"

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC!. Unwented
hair removed forever conno.Us!

335 S

Baywood Ave . San

Jose, call 247-74811 tor appointment.
FEMALE COMPANION
live with eincere

WANTED to

handicapped
man Went to estsblish lasting
reistIoniship. Please call Brien st
298-2306

FREE

SOFA

Sturdy

wood

frame.
coiorful throw

comfy Ted worn
sll It needs 978-5993

FUN - EXCITEMENT Are you tamale who entoys thls? You hon.
est? I rn 5’9". brown halr.
eyes. 144 pounds. eppearence
Gee.. Reply to Devld 929 Inverness

Wey.

Sunnyvale,

VALUARE5
,r\/

04

94087

films.

outings.

.

For info call HIL LEL et 2944311
d like to meet Mt.. vivecl.s. altruistic woman I on en occasionally charming. Nosy 27 yr. oid
engr & grad student. multilingual

experience & cren transportation
INGEBRETSEN
VICTORIAN
PAINTING, 377.1717

hearted,
good
IcokIng 1. bright (3 majors) I
.joy risque conver . book.. Mod
IglIoni, foreign Mons & Gish.
(splcy),
latIn
music
(lousy

SECURITY

OFFICERS

PROCESS

SERVERS FT PT S O’S-ell shifts
FT PT evening process owners

& widely ’reveled

lin genuinely
quite
decent

,_-. . --,...7.--ow-wow

HEY, ED
WHO
LAS YOUR

I-01*On .
UH TI-1/5
GIRL IN

FIKT

MIAMI

LOVE?

GRii DE.

deeire

show high deg of sensnlvity &
ewer... Girlfriend of 4 yrs & I
worsted I on stoning to hel

SJ

2116-5880

SELF CONFIDENCE4WILD

YOURS,

Earn money at the seine lime We
contect ALUMNI by teletthefle
O0011ing Koh support tor SJSU
Pay -$5110 hro Cell 2774206 risk
for Mitch

to

Nam

HER NIPIE WAS NIXED
SeliTHERS. sHE woRE
MICE EVERY GAY.
SHE’ COULD FLIP We/ELIO, WHICH I R2VNO
/WRAC -FIVE.

lees weed..
& homy)
Attempt at friendship?? P 0 el
190103, CUpertIno. Cs 950111
WORS14IP AT CAMPUS Christian Cen
ler Sunday LUTHERAN 10 45
CATHOLIC 6 30 pm and 11 00
poi Plower call CAMPUS MIN
ISTRY et 298-0204 for worship,
counseling, programs yowl Shirty
opportunities
Rev
Nate.
Shin., Father Bob Leper. Sister

TYPIST WANTED to be obis to type et
lest SO WPM. WChr Pert.tirne
call Joe 1684184200
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION hee
FT opening tor receiving clerk
1 yr materiel hendlIng risperiericr

ONE DIY fit/ THE PLAYAPI,YES SOinETIME5
GROUND, TRIED TO
WoNDER wHar "%HT
GET HER TO NGTICE ME. WIVE BEEN. So I MIST
CONVINCE MYSELF SHE
YOU LOVE
EDDIE!
GAINED aoo MINDS,
STOP
.n.igowiNu
MOVED 7’0 Ri?OltENARRoliI
OKLAHOtql, FWD L006
gocKS
LIKE ED/ICMIHON NOld
AT me
\
I Viva,/

t1987MAIMEY

Bill Lukas
MO OW. REALLY SURE SOME INIMR IT WAS PUE
TO some CC iMATIc cRANEE
FROM A METEOR oR A

plor REALLY- %WAD
AN IDEA TT WAS ALIEM
VApERS FROM SPACE

votcamic entwriom ,
POES -rum’ SOUNP COLiVAL

at

91h, call 995-0488 We speak Vietnamese. Spanish & Chinese
NEED CASH FOR COLLEGE? ’Financial sid from the prIvete.ctor Is
overwhelmingly
neglected
resource
At Scholastic Consul.
tants we have the resource. to
help you tap into the private sector tor financial aki. No matter
what your grades are or what y.r
Income is we un find financial
aid sources tor which you are
qualified We guarantee Ito Cali or
write today tor fr. Information on

Classified

how you con receive financial 61.7
hom the privet. sector Write
Scholastic Consultants. P 0 Box
2744, Sante Clara. C. 95055 Or
phone 243-3964

far., EURAIL
student
tours, discount sir tickets. hotel
reservations, etc FREE ticket delivery on campus 135 S 1 1th St .

NEED STATISTICAL HELP? ZBS Research Associat. will input. analyse. and interpret your debt UM varlet.
end
inuitiveriale

977-0799

techniques Clear ciplanatIons
(415) 3494407

TYPING

PHONE SERVICE WITHOUT your own

AAAA- ACCURACY, ACHIEVEMENT,

phone? Easy with AMVOX 24 hr
mes.gIng .rvIce Perfect for

ACCOUNTABILITY,
ACKNOWL
EOGEABLE In typing thet’s tops

sororities & fraternities & other
common Inter.1 group. Greet
for singles Cell 993-3711.

trust

PROFESSIONAL

Tony 296-2087
Thenke
SI SO per page double spored
Avallabie .ven days widely
Quick turnaround All work quitr-

DISC

JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel. formerly of KSJS

ents. Thank.

You’ve gel the party. we’. got
the music. Michel Productions
provides wide variety of music
for your wedding, party. or dance

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time, Experienced with school reports,
thee.. transcription, end group
projects
Plck.Up & Delivery.

el r.sonable rotes Cell Desiree
or Phil at 249-7820 912-7359

Grammer Check,

before the Mehl (404) %Le
3462 P.m.. Words and More

ness arid or fundraising opportu

ABSTRACT WE RE NOT, AudemIc

nIty Coll write VIKTOR find... dent distributor) at 270-3774. P 0
Box 9. San Jose. Ca 95013 or
Sweeney
Halt
211.
Monday
through Friday

word proc.sIng our specIstly

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUZIRIANII Dietinctive portraiture
sensitive touch A verloty
of plans to choose from ell re.
sonet. priced BY APPOINT

ACCURACY ASSURED
Word Pr...ing

AIRLINE COUPONS WANTED United
Bonus Tr.., tickets, W.tern
eche tickets or others Will pey up
to S350 .ch (cash) Call (918)

JULIE...

SCI-

Prof...nal

ropers, resumes end dissertations
All of your business or academic
need. Serving Evergreen, SSJ &
few minutes from SJSU Slud.t
ret.

Call

available

Maureen

(406) 224-0952, Dern to 13pon

739-0736 or SOO) 649.1661
Youth

week

365-1012

CALL LINDA TODAY, Avoid the rush!
Rms.. now for your term papers group protects, theme etc
Professional word proceesing
tumid.* More. Cluick reurn, all
work guaranteed Cassette henevalleble
Ahnederr
ecription
Branham free 7 cloys wed 264-

APA FORMAT, term pop. thee!. we.

procesIng needs Term pews.
reports. resumes. cover letters.
group protects, manuals. theses
dissertations. etc Ali academic

vereity Cell (406)2924047
TERM

ut. from .hool Pick-up and delivery, too, Glve your papers that

cover letters tor 19611 eurnmer in
temente. and ail too cared opportunities
Competitive ratee
Also offer typing end WP training

m on Mon Wed Fri tor .sy p u
and OP -I only type in the even ings Cali MARCIE et 926-1274
(Iv mug on my machine)

Individual Instruction wIth exp.
riOnCed INC11.1 734684S ISuel
Sunnyvale
TYPING.

REASONABLE
RATES
Santa Clove sr. Cali Patti et 24.5633 end lee. meesage

PROCESSING TO PERFECTION Just
tell me whet, hove and wh. and
I II do the rest I’m queened eec
’Nary. I can prom. any words

TYPIST. TRANSCRIBER. WORD PRORoad 101
CESSOR’
Story
SI SS pegro,
double-speced

you went
.y forme or style
For prompt and efficlent results.
Gill Peen el 225-5025 (Iv mug on

Pi.. cell C.ella (coffer 3 PM) el
298-7390

inecifine if no ..)

WOAD EXPERTISE

WOM processing
11...16 dissertation manuscript
English
French
S.M. Ca.

PROCESS IT WRITE, Feculty and studente un rely on eccurel
timely prochfction of newsletters,

371-8220

repOrte, resumes. publicellons,
manuscripts.
correspondence.
etc WIII cold In grammar spellingpunctuefion For prompt. 7 day
reopen.. lea. message tor

WORD PROCESSING. Students. Instructors. rimer business Term
papers. theses. resumes.
uals. dissertations. nese

Paines at (408)780-1821
RESUMES,

PAPERS.

WORD

chech
etc
Reasonable
mt. Cell K & R DESKTOP SERV
ICES at 274-7582 L
plck up

PRO-

delivery

3706
&

man

spell

CESSING! Feel turnaround Euy
price Call PARTLY YOURS. 3.-

WRITING

Need

Call S 0 S " Group protects. journals. essays. rouse re
ports Fr. spelling ch.k Letter
quality printer.
Rego...

NEED THAT FORGOTTEN ever typed
fest? Lot me help! S2 pg, Obi op
Resumes are 14 pg I’m Of) campus ell deto Tu. & Thur. & eerly

ronnate
APA Free did storm., SPELCHE K. punctuation end
grammar sselstence
Ail wqk

PAPERS-RESUMES..

help?

protessionel touch Call today to
reserve your time
251-4665

ENTERPRISE

WORD PROCESSING
Things specialists Also term pepers. manuscripts, screenplays.
resumes. repot.. letters. hen-

effordable

student writing assistance, editing. word processing typing Min-

4504

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY tor your
academic. business. legal word

work guaranteed Mlnut. horn
campus. cell PJ et 923-2309

TRAVEL

word proc.sIng of your resume,
.edernIc or Wain.. needs
Avellettole
wren
days
a

Re...noble rens We re tooter
poodable.grernineresperlenced
College grads. so call us wlth pa-

PROFESSIONAL
AND
word processing Years of .port once serving SJSU hoully and
student. HP la.rlei output All

privet. pilots ikon., epee.
$55 hr. 62500 total For 1,101V info
call PASIk 3714607 iv mes.ge

BLOSSOM
HILL SANTA
TERESA
arse Foul, quality typing snd

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
PROFESSIONAL TYPING & businees ear vices Fest f0111111,1&.er
urti-

e vened. 866-6960
LUCID ENTERPRISES

Skids.. receive discounl Arc.. Date. 281-4982 - risk foo Tr
re.

Guaranteed Otter quality ecrutory Fr. dish storegeproofing

ACADEMIC

NIENT (408)259-5941

corned 10 years typing word processing experienu. *tier posit.
printing Very compoelfive
and fast turn eround evelLeble

scription Free SPELCHEK. copy
edh. disc storage. Ouick turnaround Sante Clara 246.462S

persreports. them Ie.
ENCE) etc at 251-0449

with

WITH

oven

Student discount Only 1?
rnInut. sway CAN now to reserve

REWARD YOURSELF WITH beet EUROPEAN secret (unerhertised)
hair and skin products Rare busi-

TRAVELS

EPP.

eble

WORD PROCESSING. students end
iscutty Convenient bud. off I280 & Leigh S2 standord double

WOAD

guaranteed Professional. quick &
dependable Mnfie at AFFORDA
Ell E RATES". Cell Pam et 247.
268I (SANTA CI ARA) Further

RESUMES,"

savings with referral 01..nte.

SJSU TYPIST, 2 bl.ks from campus
Word processing. typing $ set
disk
storage
Fn.
ling

WRMNG, RESEARCH SERVICES All
sublects Ousliffed writers Re-

SI 25 page double op.. typing
Term papers. reports cover let.
tens Hoses. etc Cell Fen st 27.-

development end assistence Reresumes Word proc.sing A
sults
(4,51 841-5036
Catalog

2152

(Berkeley)

FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING!
All types of powers all tenpins

PROCESSING. 35 years rporl
@nu Student Discounts Career
Center et 243-4070

Si 60 page. double-spec. typing
and spelling. SI 85 pope, typing
and full prootreedIng Campbell
eree-local plck-up and delivery

space peg.

Call

Ind. at 998-

0764

writing. editing. pep. SOO thSi
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Print Your Ad Here
(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each fine)

Ad Rates
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Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)

10-14 Lines $63 00
5-9 Lines $46 00
15 Plus Lines $80 00

Phone

Address

Phone 277-3175
City & State

SERVICES
BARI IT ALIA Stop &hewing. waving.
Mewing or tieing chemical deplft
Weft Lot no permanently re
move your unwenced hair (chin

Enclosed is S
Circle a Classification
Announcements

Help Wanted

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale

Lost & Found

31.1147 end get your Wet awl el

Stereo

Typing

Computers
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lbs. Cell (416096 tied x444
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IS percent discount to elvd.ts
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Home On The Range

Judy Ryon, R. No. Firnhober
TEACHERS PRESCHOOL! Extended
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Ca.
TODAY 72343410.

-: - - -,4
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meeting someone
You re 4.
preset.. Ind./ kind erudite (un
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come SJSU students & staff al move hove 10% oll Call tor appt
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Study program to help dorm residents
By. Nelson Cardadeiro
Daily staff writer
Residence halls have the stigma
as places to sleep and party.
As for studying, you can forget
it. Either you go to the library or attempt to read while people run down
the halls outside your room.
To help residents achieve better
grades in college, Bob Tattershall.
University Housing Services coordinator, has formed the Academic
Committee for Excellence (ACE).
The committee will develop a
program to establish a more academic atmosphere in the residence
halls.
Tattershall hopes the program
will place an "emphasis on quiet
hours. Something that seems to have

been forgotten.
ACE
coordinator
Amber
Walker said the first step to promoting the program was the distribution
of fliers.
"The fliers are to make the residents aware of what time quiet hours
are in effect," Walker said.
"They are going to pass out a
list of places students can go to study
and how late they stay (vpen," Taitershall said.
Other ideas are doorknob hangers to infornv people in the halls to be
quiet, tutoring programs. calendars
with a list of study programs being
offered, and some study tips.
Another idea Tattershall would
like to promote is facultyistudent interaction .

"It’ll support students to get good
IGrade Point Averages)."
Pat Choy, committee chairman
and resident director for Markham
Hall, said the progranv is still in its
infancy.
"We are still working on the
defined goals and objectives of the
program,’ Choy said.
Walker said she decided to get
involved because she is interested in
academic achievement.
"It’s also a brand new project," Walker said. "It’s fun to start
a program from scratch."
Tattershall said the committee
has come up with some of its own
ideas for the pmgram.
He is optimistic that the program will succeed at SJSU.
"We are starting with the basics that Colorado State used." Tattershall said. "But it’s difficult to
get things started...

He is calling the concept "Food
for Thought."
"We (the housing office) have
an extra meal card that two students
could use to take a faculty member
to lunch... Tattershall said.
The idea for the program was
originally conceived at Colorado
State University.
"It’s been there for about six
years." Tattershall said. "It’s a fullblown thing now and they seem to
like it."
The Colorado State program
was a finalist for the program of the
year award given by the National
Asstx:iation of College and University Residence Halls.
"I though( it was a gtiod idea to
bring to SISLI." Tattershall said.

AIDS: How it affects the workplace

Buari Baer Speciai to the Dady
Jennifer Hill, co-captain of the Stanford soccer team sits in Santa Clara
County: NIuncipal Court during the N CAA drug-testing trial. Stanford
athletes are against drug -testing because they. believe it’s unconstitutional.
Lovienthal said that anabolic
olds do not enhance the perforiii,ince (it athletes in nvost sports. the
eeeptions being wrestlers. football
f/"0////h/1:,’
players. and some athletes in the
talked first ahout the Oleos oi Ana
tield sports. such as discus and shot
hollie stet olds on an athlete’, pei tot
put throwers.
On
extensoe ieN ieN%
Anabolic steroids benefit these
of
the issue is highly tle- athletes
and not the others because
liaialfli
I owenthaf said -Those they are
involved in sports based on
Aliletes that are highly skilled. such st ength.
not endurance. Lowenthal
weight nalnet,. may benelir
somewhat by increased muscle si/e
ani.1 strength.The trial resumes today.

Drugs

Front page I
has AIDS."
"There has been a recent report
from doctors in Great Britain that
says it can take three years to contract the AIDS virus." Kitagawa
said. "In the past. doctors usually
believed it took no more than a few
months for the virus to develop. but
that report isn’t considered general
fact ’
Part of the understanding process that both Harvey and Kitagawa
proclaim is the general misconception society has about AIDS.
"The general public must understand that some people can test
positive for the virus and still remain
healthy or show no signs of the disease." Harvey said. "Most importantly, you can’t get the disease if
you have casual contact with the
AIDS carrier.
"lf someone does get AIDS,
they should know their immediate
rights in the workplace." Harvey
said. "One of the most critical is that
a person who has AIDS cannot be
moved to another job. just because
he or she has the disease.
"Recently. a local teacher who
had AIDS got moved to a desk job
without his approval and with the

Chinatown explosion hurts 25 people
S AN FRANCISCO AP)
the people were injured
today vilien an explosion rocked a
Chinatown restaurant at lunch hour.
showering glass and debris over a
crowded street. authorities reported.
Police receiyed a report of the
explosion at the Canton Tea House
at 1120 Stockton St. zit 11:08 a.m.

The three-alann tue
guished within a half-hour. but au[hinnies remained at the scene treat ing ’inured as a crowd developed in
the normally busy neighborhood.
"I heard a big explosion and
glass tlew across the street. The
huiding was shaking. We were all
seared. I didn’t go out. We thought it

was a bomb,- said Paul Lee, coowner of New Lin Wah. a grocery
store across from the restaurant.
’There was no immediate word
on what caused the explosion. Witnesses said the fire began in the back
of the building near the kitchen and
spread to the front.

"As far as filling out job applications are concerned," Harvey
said, "employers have the right to
deny employment if you say on the
application that you haven’t recently
seen a doctor about the disease."
"This probably explains why
managers or supervisors end up with
a need to reject these people even if
the appear to be nornial." she said.
"It’s sad they always think that it
will never happen to them or someone close."
"We all must reach a level of
acceptance, recognize that the disease affects everyone and work toSally Harvey, gether fin- a better understanding."
employee assistance program she said.

’The public must
understand some
people can test
positive for the virus
and remain healthy
or show no signs of
the disease.’

help of the ACLU (American Civil
Liberties Union) suing the school."
Harvey said that it’ a person is
working with an AIDS carrier and
wishes to move to another area of the
job. he can do so.

Do you want 24,000
eager students to see
your classified ad?

STUDY, WORK,
TRAVEL ABROAD

FAIR
"Opportunities for
College Students"

eapaj)

University of San
Francisco Parina Hall
October 17, 1987
10:00am - 4:00pm

FREE
Medium
Soft Drink

PUBLIC LECTURE
ON

INFORMATION TABLES
VIDEO PRESENTATIONS
PANEL DISCUSSIONS

With the purchase ot an) sand.hh*

OUR WIDE SELECTION OF
SANDWICHES INCLUDE:

AIDS

CLUB
TURKEY
CHICKEN SALAD
TUNA
ROAST BEEF
AND 10 MORE

well known expert spealcs
MERVYN SILVERMAN, M.D.
AIDS:’’Medical and Public
Policy Issues."
Time:12:00 noon
Locauon:Loma Prieta Room
Student Union
FREE!

For More Information
Call CIEE
(415) 421-3473
CP

t

iiMM
80 E. San Carlos 947-1333
*With SJSU Student ID Only

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS’ PRINT SHOP
proudly presents

THE FALL EXTRAVAGANZA
PRIZES!
FIRST PRIZE WINNER

PRIZES!
PRIZES!
COMPARE AT
$30

$50.

A drawing will be held at the new

gift certificate

from the Spartan Bookstore

A.S. Print Shop on Oct. 30, 1987
at 12:00 noon
TWO 2nd PRIZE WINNERS

$25.

gift certificate

from the Spartan Bookstore
TWELVE 3rd PRIZE WINNERS
$10.

gift certificate

from the Spartan Bookstore
SIZES 3-13

=Led=
M-W: 10-6
Th&F: 10-8
Sat: 10-6
Sun: 12-5

BUSINESS HOURS:
8 00 am

7 pm Monday Thursday

8 30 am 4 pm Fridays

Phone: 277-2510

WE ARE LOCATED AT:
Old Cafeteria Building

WE FEATURE:

next to the Spartan Bakery

o quality photocopying

S
t

CAPITOL SQUARE - 376 Capttol Avenue, Son Jose

Stores

EVERGREEN VILLAGE - 1323 S. Winchester Blvd., San Jose
MARIPOSA GARDENS - 2666 Haneetsed Road, Santa Clara
WARM SPRINGS

and a little more

46481 Malan EINd, Fremont

MOWRY EAST - 39197 Farwell Rood, From:fit

o offset printing

NAME

o resume typesetting

ADDRESS

o binding

PHONE
limited one entry per person

o and much much more’
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Reel Life: Mouie Reviews

Flashy thriller doesn’t deliver
up (4, the good lite and a romance
By Nelson Cardadeiro
begins that places colleagues and
Deity staff writer
In "Someone to Watch Over family in jeopardy.
Since Rogers plays an ice
Me" director Ridley Scott combines horror and futuristic film princess. their relationship is
noir and proves he doesn’t need nothing inure than a plot line. But
another planet or another century it does provide the personal angle
beyond the crime story. Keegan is
to terrorize the audience.
The movie is about a happily torn between the rich dame and
married police detective from the good wife.
Joey ’enza. played by AnQueens whose life is shattered
when he is assigned to protect an dreas Katsulas. is among the most
brutal and heartless characters. He
elegant upper Fast Side socialite.
Tom Berenger. an Academy is cornered and forced to surrenAward nominee for his perfor- der after terrorizing the heiress in
mance as Sergeant Barnes in the a women’s bathroom. then released from custody on a technicacritically acclaimed "Plauxin.
plays Mike Keegan, the recently lity He personales the publics
worst tears about the criminal juspromoted cop.
Mimi Rogers. co-stai of tice ,!, stem.
Scott has established himself
"Gung Ho." potrays the imperiled witness CI:iire Gregory . while as a filmmaker vv ith an eye for
his first
newcomer Lorraine Bracco plays beauty ever sinci.
Ellie. Keegan’s wife and the film."The Duelist." With each
subsequent filni he has enhanced
mother of his eight -year-old son.
At first. the cop is put off by his reputation as one of the indushis ward’s world of ritzy apart- try’s premier visual stylists.
While the T110% ie does boast
ments, hut he eventually warms

the rich visual style which Scott
has become known for, it also
marks something of a departure
for the director.
Scott said about the movie.
"In the past, I’ve either done period films or science fiction. I was
looking for a change of pace - for
material which would take me into
a contemporary people dealing
with contemporary problems.
"Three characters drawn together. yet tv, of them never
meet." Scott said. "I love the
tight encapsulation of the two
worlds seen through the eyes of
the central character (Keegan and
how he fares in a world he’s not
used to.
’SOIlleolle 10 Walt:11 0% er
Me" is often m) overblown and
overwhelming that it resembles a
parody of Scott’s technique. But it
is just this gleaming. glamorous
style that disguises the absurd details anti questionable nvotivation
of a gritty crime.

Berenger and Mimi Rogers star in r lllll antic thriller

Vampire film draining but not entertaining
Ity Dave Lanson
Daiiy stall writer
Near Dark.’ a supposed! y
erotic horror lin. is nothing nuire
than a rework ot the old vampire
theme. les rather sty lish hut just
takes too long to get going.
Besides its highly overworked premise. "Near Dark’ includes tiresome dialogue anti a
plot worthy of Saturdav -rooming
tele% ision. Its one redeeming feature is a modicum of decent acting.

A theater -goer could arrive
weeks before the start of this film
and still feel he was entering in the
middle of the story. The characters are introduced so excruciatingly slow. it leaves you wondering if you’re vvatching the sequel
to a yet unmade film.
Although no one in the film
uses the "V -word" to describe
the characters. what word best describes people who drink human
blood to survive and cannot exist

in daylight. They’re vampires! At
least the film could tell us so.
The story revolves around a
generally sleazy guy named Caleb
(played to mediocrity by newcomer Adrian Pasdar. who had a
bit part in "Top Gun’). One night
Caleb picks up a woman named
Mae (Jenny Wright) and ends up
being transformed into a vampire
when Mae bites him on the neck.
The film then explores Caleb’s dilemma of having to either
join Mae and her clique of blood -

sucking buddies or waste away
not knowing the in’s and out’s of
neck -biting.
Caleb, who delivered macho
pick-up lines to Mae. is not that
likable to hegin with: so why
should anyone care about him
now?
These
people -who-drink blood-but -aren’t -really -vampires
are a disgusting lot. The leader.
Jesse. played by Lance Henriksen. who attempts to imitate Hurry
Dean Stanton. is joined by. Diamondback. played by Jennette
Goldstein. who is given v ery little
to do. Dianiondhack is Jesse’s apparent "life partner" in finding
ietims whose blood they need to
survive.
The film explains that becoming a vampire IlleIN never
taking a bath. The minute Caleb
becomes a vampire he becomes
filthy’, as are all the blood -suckers. These people could vt ear out
three bars 4)1 Lava soap and still
use a good rinse
Also roaming the streets for
potential v ’thins is a little kid
named Hoinei "lispionotince it
and I’ll kill ),.a.) and a truly lov
able guy named Severen. played
by Bill Paxton. hest known as the

obnoxious
outrageously
big
brother in "Weird Science.
Paxton is the one silver lining
in an otherwise gray cloud of a
motion picture. His rather lighthearted portrayal of a merciless
killer is reminiscent of Jack Nicholson’s character in "The Shining.
Caleb joins. then quits. the
clan when his father miraculously
cures hini of sainpoedoin (vampilosis
ith some sort of blood
transfusion w hich is never explained
Tim Thomermm is asted as
the father. who is nes er introduced but nonetheless is used as
an explanation tor the eventual
cure of Caleb and Mae
"Neat Dail. 1. a film that
’twit
tile, to he
Mani wide, lor
Mtlerent. then
the norm. \
di.elitl!, hotel
than nioq hoom
%%hose
main funimon
to dra% I
ear
old. to the [healer. it
fails
miserably .
Despite a good performance
floin Bill Payton and a great
soundtrack. this film leaves a sour
taste in one’s mouth.
"Near Dark" leaves only
theater -goers in the dark.
286-3393

iiio AUZERAIS AVE
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drifters pre on humans in the thriller ’Near Dark’
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15.1987
iher

I ell. Jeanne Ciarttecki.
SfSt
nutrition and science
major. prepares
hrussel
sprout l’011fIlle1S0% for the taste
com petition.

I eft. Robert Bernardi. a threexear-old from I. resin>, tries to
sink his sprout
the putt
esent. %hose, fesiisal goers explore Sprout Street. the area
%there the taste competition took
place.
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Cleft Notes: Music Reviews

Lack of lyrical originality, style
characterizes Hedges’ new album
By Russ Bagger-1:J
Daily staff wrtter.
The only. thing "Live" on
!Michael Hedges’ album. "I.ive
on the Double Planet... is the title.
The first song on this solo
guitar ellort is a disappointing
rendition tit the Rob Dylan clas
sic. " All Along the Watch
towei. Dylan. at least, used his
%owe to create the mood of the
song. Hedge, seems to growl and
tasp 111, Via \ through the lyrics
lust to get the words on the record.
Far tioni the pleasing. mellow guitar %%oik one might espect
to find on a Windham Hill release.
Hedges spend, mote time thumphis instrument
ing the body
than he doe, diagging his t ingers
across the strings
The intrust se character of
these songs is more of a distraction than a pleasant esperience fin

the list...Her. Two nowhere songs
%%loch follow "Watchtower" lead
into a once in a Melnik. (hope hill esperience. as Hedges pei

The intrusive
character of these
songs is a

distraction.
petrates his %eision ot the Sheila
F.. song. A I oyelii/arre "
It’s no pike Hedges appears
to he serious He tails miserahl%
to es oke the slightest interest in
this song. not tbat ft
musical marvel to hcgin »ith No.
Vbehael should lease the "I>o he
do he do" falsettos to singers w ith
some semblane iit a %ince.

Want to hear a
, low-down.
grinding saxaphorie solo done on
an acoustic guitar. No. you don’t.
On side two, Hedges plays
such hits as. "The Funky Avocado," written. composed. played
and appreciated by the artist.
Solo.
Other songs on the flip side
include. "Rikki’s shuffle." w hich
stumbles to a halt after try ing too
long and. "W’omen 01 the
World," which despite the graft
diose title. doesn’t ’lase a % ie» to
state. and the album’s title song.
The Double Planet." %%Inch is as
forgettable as any other et tort presented here.

Springsteen shows
soft side in album
K

..retslh.

I

Perhaps these songs would
be more a)%eplable ,c) instrumen
11,e11
tals Nall Not that
,
1, slid) a had
it 111.11ot tem’,
He4es does )1/4
I

Jethro Tull lives again

Ily Flans Ingehretsen
, it
a lover behind
Dady staff writer
Xiiderson is at his best »hen
Amid a minimum ,d tantare. %1/411111Ig songs that decry the loss
lethio I till has
a new album
aditional values and old-world
snuck into recoid stores.
w \ s as they fall prey to modem
"Crest of a Knave" blends plogr.ess
the dreamy Rennaisance sound of
The
song.
"IAlountain
"Songs from the Wood" w till the
w ’,tinily remembers the
hard -edged rock of later Tull al- day s when the powei of the High bums.
!antlers via, 1e11 throughout the
Led by lan Anderson. the l’nelish Isles His anthem. "Farm
perennial poet -minstrel. Tull’, on the heck% ay ." is an ode to
music has run the gamut OM farmers »hose land has been
them
Niles to romantic ballads to Vi- snatched as% .1)
king viar %Ong), ii1).),1 exhibiting
They to’ got the% told us
a flair tor the dramatic
what this old land %) as tor oris the
(NI the ne%% album. Niideistiii
111.1))
Ille ,tones
his practiced eye to content - -rhi, Was Ili) Soillidolk. 11 %kits Slo
ot
poi at % subjects. foremost
Ponderosa But it was the pl.ke
%%Inch seems to be his longing to that I called home They say the%
That-,
ha% e ses )% ith %%omen rom behind gaYe me compensation
the lion Ciii him
not what I’m chasing i as a iich
I »), songs.
‘she said she man before yesteirlay And what
v( as a I taii) ei
aild ’Budapest. do I want vi ith a million dollars
sad sensualit) burnished and a pickup ’tuck ’ hen I left
reflect
)%ith a touch
fiderson’s t pical my farm undo the t iee» a%
scoundrel
attitude
"Raising
The musk. has a rich feel.
Steam espresses the melancholy majestic and well chilled. Ander

)co Xircular Motion
COMPACT
10215 South DeAnia Blvd

DISCS

Cupertino, CA 95014

VCHECK US OUT
"FREE MEMBERSHIP’.
Over 6.000 CDs in stock

Imports, New Age, Jazz,
Classical, Rock, & Reggae

(4o8) 252-DISC
Listen to elected iscs t ur oun
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son’’s cultured voice and Martin
Barre’s wailing. hard -driving lead
guitar dominate. while Anderson’s trademark flute trills swirl
around the other instunients.
Bass player David Pegg. who
has been a group member for the
last three albums. rounds out what
is now a trio. Gerry Conway and
Doan Perry trade off the drumming duties. hut are not listed on
the credits as being full-fledged
hand members. TVio Of the songs
feature a drum machine programmed by. Anderson
Jethro Tull 11,1, alw ay, been
Anderson’s creatie baby . presenting music %% ith
caustic.
toungue-meheek hia) ado that is
chaiacteristic ot his .1% le. His
sense of Immo’ is otten disguised
as straight tact.
The inner sleeve. for instance. lists approsimately 1.100
names of people that Anderson
sincerely thank, for their involvement in the making of the record.
The consumer is lel! lo )%011der if
ECallY inthat many pC0111C
olved or if he is simply listing the
people that he know,
The first album from Jethro
Tull since their ohscure 1984 out mg, "Under \X f al)... this record
re-establishes
as the cynical
mask!’ s ..1 1 tidor sit) le rock
roll
simple %et elegant.
iiderson and Barre ha% e
heen recording together for 17
years. The undei standing they
have of each other’s musical
.1% les has helped produce an el piece of work that still packs
ilie allop 0-11 their earlier music
had
lull must 0% ch. onie the
stigma often ass( iciated » ith older
rock bands of being out -dated.
play ing to their die-hard fans and
unable to draw a new audience

#
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Bruce sheds working class
image in ’Tunnel of Love’
By Dae !Anson
Daily staff writer
Bruce Springsteen is taking a chance recording an
album which may alienate his
new found following of 14
year-olds who think "Born In
The U.S.A." is a flag-waving
anthem for hard hats
In "Tunnel ot
Springsteen addresses subjects
most of his teen) -hopper.
Lome lateIN tans \%111 find hard
to understand because love.
relationships. and other such
subieets require emotional and
intellectual maim it)
Most of these new fans
%Ito %%ere still v)e.ii mg Pampers Vi
}10111
R1.111
launched him to supeistardom
in 1975 will not find this new
album %cry accessible. Not unlike "Nebraska." Springsteen
has created a piece that’s
deepl% personal and introsPecl"
Springsteen continues to
rely. on his 11W11 experiences
and emotions for inspiration.
and in "Tunnel ot I oye." his
recent marriage and eser-increasing popularity are part of
the subject matter
In "Ain’t Got You." he
writes about the Dials and tribulations of being %%ealthy and
having nearly ccry thing ’,Oil
Walll. Fie dra+ the line by saying that 111;110 1,11 possessitirls
can only satisty so much. Its
not a !link
hut it is
nice to heal 11 Wm .iiiiicone as
suceesslul and at the same 11111e
insightf ul. as Springsteen.
The title cut probably has
the best chance of making it as

a single. He uses the tunnel of
love as a metaphor for the general nature of a relationship.
"It ought to he easy/ought to
be simple enough,Man meets a
woman and they- fall in love But the house is haunted and
the ride gets rough...
Love and commitment are
the overriding theme, of the
album. It doesn’t take a genius
to
figure
out
where
Springsteen’s head has been lately. Some songs. like "Two
Faces," probe the darker side
of love. He talks about a side
of him. "one that laugh) one
that cries one does things I
don’t understand makes me
feel like halt .1 111:111.
Sp11111.!sleell. :111110001 1101
a publicly ()pen person. does
hare his soul in his music.
combining sensitise 1)rics. an
outstanding hand tThe F. Street
Rand on most %tits) and yocals
that iire endearing.
Springsteen may be considered a superstar because he
sells millions (it albums and
draws hundreds of thousands
of people to his concerts. but
the truth is he’s one artist who
paints a sensitise picture of the
world that nearly anyone can
identify With.
Women may listen to this
album and hear the "perfect
man they fantasi/e about.
while men may hear in
Springsteen
someone
they.
would like to emulate He appeals to nearly c% cry age
group. although with "Tunnel
Of Loy e’ the. time he’s targeting the adults.
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Janice A thrills Pub with classy style
Advertise in the
Spartan Daily

277.3171

Janice -k

performs

for an enthusiastic crowd Friday at

Ity Richard \ lotroni
Daiiy stair writer
Witnessing the Giants. (1-5
loss to the Cardinak. made the
mato! ay of people at Spartan Pub
I iida% night wry sad and depressed
Janice A (whose real name is
Janice Leger) knew she had a
tougher crowd than usual to
please. when she began her one woman show after the game.
Janice Ks solo performance
on guitar and electric piano was
strong enough to get the Pub
crowd on her side.
This was possible for a number Nilson,.
A clear majority of the Giants tans land one lime. silent
Caidinals lam left the Puh by the
time Janice A came on sta,,?,.. This
helpcil insure that she did, I have

the Pub

to face the wrath of angry . somewhat intoxicated baseball fans
A fraternity sorority group
emered the Pub just after the Spartans’ Homecoming pep rally at the
Student
Union
Amphitheatre
ended. They immediately showed
great eagerness to celebrate by
boisterously cheering Janice A
during eer song.
Most importantly. Janice is
ati accomplished performer. who
is smart enough to know what the
crowd wants to hear on a Friday
night.
Allowing a to crowd dictate
what songs to pla% prevents the
performer’s original songs twill
being a part of the show
"Someone asked me a rok
minutes ago what songs do I ’meter to play ." Janice A said. ’Nly.
immediate :1111.A1C1 k1:IS I \\Jilt 10

Mark Studyvin Speciai to

the

Daiiy

wit about the crtm J s eagerne.. to
play my own.
During hei brief hour and it participate attiring Tonini Tuhalf set. Janice \ could only play tone’s "867-5.109" she pointed to
about to.c original sOngS. The hest one loud group and saki "We
of the orginals. a beautiful ballad should be iw ing these gtis
Nte a Sign’. was enjoyable was at times eiv
. it dismg.
to listen to.
tracted from hei nom
This was a party crowd
Some Sl,14!", V,CIC considerwhich demanded the performer ably weakened by these interruptplay dance numbers or sing -a- long ions. Hopefully. in the future Jantunes. which she did in a great ice A will not have to deal with
abundance.
such distractions.
Vv’hether
it
was
Bruce
What made Janice As perSpringsteens "Fire.. Creedence
formance click very effectoely
Proud
Cleary. ater Rev i% al
was not so much her guitar or
Doobie Flrothers
Mary., The
electric piano play mg (both were
"Long Train RI.1111141 on guitar. performed
with solid consis
or The Eagles’. "One of These
tency). hut her voice.
ist
Or The Beatles’
In the end. Janice A gae a
:Ind Shout on the organ. Janke
A succeeded in pleasing the pleasant. %veil -constructed performance tin crowd that was more
rovol ,rowd.
for one.
\ lohmeh lath,
\ ’s quick than an%

Classical duo perform flawlessly
Brend Tai Lam
Daily staff writer
Classical music fans got an
inexpensive treat when Judith
Nelson and Elaine Thornburgh
gave a recital Sunday at SJSU
Music Hall.
Called "A Concert of Music
by Mozart. Hadyn and Beethoven." Nelson. a soprano singer.
performed such Mozart classic% as
"An Chloe" while Thornburgh
accompanied her on the piano.
The two performers complemented one another superbly as
they performed 1.arious compositions by Wolfgang Amadeus Mo/art. Franz Joseph Haydn and

Ludwig %an Beetho% en
With Thornburgh usually
starting the music and Nelson
blending effortlessly with the
piano. they kept in perfect time
with one another.
Even for the non -classical
listener. the music was eilloy able.
It was beautifully arranged and a
refreshing break from the ’Fop 40
songs heard on the radio.
The performance wits relaxing and entertaining. especially
Thorriburghs flawless skill at the
fortepiano.
Having performed with Nelson since 1981. Thornburgh has
recel% ed critical acclaim for her

performances throughout the U.S
as a soloist and chamber musician. In 1980 she was also a semifinalist in the Sixth International
C’ompetition
Harpsichord
in
Bruges. Belgium.
The fortepiano became the
niost important part of the show .
as well as the main attraction during the afternoon recital.
Fragile in build. the fortepiano was handcrafted by Paul
and Janine Poletti in 1985 It Nas
a modern reproduction ol a Viennese -type instrument originally
built in 1795 by Johann Dulcken.
The original fortepiano is
now displayed at the Smithsonian

111Slitilte.

Tills

(11.1110

like the one Mozart. Haydn and
Beethoven had in mind when
composing their work.
Romantic in nature, the fortepiano provided a sweet sound
not typically heard on a grand
piano. The grand piano would.% e
provided a harsher melody comparedto the much gentler one of
the fortepiano.
Blending with the piano was
Nelson’s incredible % oke She
maintained good conool as she
filled the corners of the i.oncert
hall ith her singing.

RADIO
Well. bless my star -is
capitalism dead? KSJS brings
killer commercial free radio to
the south bay So loin hands,
comrades, and bop those buns
every weekday to the Rhythm
Wave On the weekends. cool
your rosy cheeks with jazz
fusion on the Creative Source
Join the Party with Spartan
Sports and keep tabs on our
great dictators and their proletariat with KSJS Public Affairs.
90.7FM is everything but commercial Oh. but don’t worry
Virginia, only the necks here
are red

’WA
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Bowie: Renassaince
man of the eighties
I. V’ YORK
AP)
Dav id Roy,
,uperstar. is the
inaii
of
renaissance
rock .n.
roll.
Bowie. a 40 -year -old rock
intim atm. whose sometimes
tlainhov ant sty le is often int
itated. !IFNI StUlllell TO he a
panne’ He still paints and his
works are shown in European
ies.
He’s also an actor. His
’list film was "The Mall
l’ell to Earth" in 1976. He was
acclaimed on Broadway. in
"The Elephant Man" and in
on
Benoit firechts Baal"
BBC.
He has co -directed so
many v ideos to promote his
songs that he now plans to dile
rect a
He’s an avid reader
"I
never stop’ ’
who trades
members
hooks %sill’ crev,
1.111 Ill/V1 readwhile on tout
ing ’Einstein.. \ lonsters:
Martin Amis. reflections on his
feeling about the bomb."
lii ivy le also dahbles at
vy ruing. though he has not yet
finished a hook "I’ve started
several nov els.- he says. "I
lose courage alter the first
,liaptei or Ivy,’ I like the idea
of yv k ing on short stor ideas
I could convert into dialogue
and make into scieenolav s
But the v ersatile
main effort is his must, His
current sis month -Glass Spider" tour, yv Inch dreyv sell-out
crov".1. in large U.S. outdoor
stadiums beginning July 30.
presents rock as spectacle. The
hich includes stops in
tour.
F.urope. North America and
South America. is named for a
song in Bovvie’s new album.
"Never Let Me Down...
The show exhibits influences of German expressionism. post -modernist dance,
Bowies early training in
mime. European perforniance
art and a three-ring circus
’’’The Glass Spidei I our’
stage, with its 60-by 64 toot

translucent ’spider VI,. WI dangling legs. plus light. sound
and v ’deo 0.NleI111. takes five
days to assemble. So Bowie
had
huilt for the American
leg of the tour, each costing
than $10 million. While
he was performing in one stadium, a ere% IA as taking down
the other setup from the last
place and getting it ready in the
next town.
Bowie.
now
lixiking
Mond, tan. slim and sparkling
%kith health. became famous in
1972 as the androgynous.
in :Inge haired. other-vvorlilly .
doi illicit rocker Ziggy Stardust.
\call his hand. the Spiders from
Mars
But ’Jaggy Stardust wasn’t
Bovi ie.. entrance into the
music business. After changing
his last name from Jones to
Howie (alter the Boyv le knife)
in 1966. he "paid Iiis dues.*
He released records which
dulti.t hit and tried drums personae. some meant to
on one album co\ et he \A Ore a
to get attention.
dress
As /rep Staidust he became a star and hunk lied glitter
rock But he didn’t stick vv ith a
single image. He do ised and
portiav ed other dial doers
1,1,1diti Sane. vy ith lightning
bolt painted across his lace.
and the Thin White Dude
Vining performers otten
&SIM", aging rockers as has
ie
been,. But most admire
anJ many copy his music and
images. Punks sponed Ziggy
Stardust haircuts. The 19/40s
New. Wave fashion statement
was Roy, ie’s 1970s Euro-chic
look.
Bowie kicked a cocaine
habit. moved to Switzerland.
and in 1980 was divorced from
his wife Angela. He got custody of their son Zowie. now
16 and called Joey. Angela is
currently suing for a percentage of Bov,ie’s earnings during
the nearly I() years they were
married.

Ihri
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Peter DiBonaventura and Ellen Costanza strike a romantic pose in %lute Parisienne’

Ballet opening shows
unique styles of dance
Ily Julie Rogers
Daity staff writer
Ballet kik ers received a pleasurable kick Friday night at the
San Jose Cleveland Ballet.
Three extremely diverse ballets \sere presented ranging from
classical ballet to modern to a high
kicking can -can dance. Each of
the three works. "I.es Sylphides.’
"Ontogeny.’
and
"tialte Parsienne’’ brought thunderous applause from the audience.
"Les Sylphides" evoked a
feeling of tragedy enhanced by
gloomy background decoration. a
typical element in classical ballet.
The art decor was influenced by
French
the
impressionist
movement with pastel. fuzzy colors.
Unless you’ve participated in
classical ballet, it’s hard to appreciate the complex movements and

SJSU holds wine tasting workshop
By Karen M. Derenzi
Daily staff writer
SJSU Leisure Serv ices and
Inglentxik Winery will team up to
present a wine tasting workshop
today in the
from 7:311 to 10 p
Student Union Guadalupe ROOM.
first
one
-and -a -halt
For the
hours of the workshop. parim
learn about wine tasting
pants
and the differences among sanous
wines. They will get the opportunity to taste the wines during the
last hour.
"We will break up the tour
components of v,-ine: sugar. sulphur. acid and tannin:. said Jerry
Hardin. district sales manager for

Inglenook Winery.
The panicipants will first
taste the components individually
in water. Then the %vine will he
flooded v% Mt each component so
the taste’ vv ill experience how the
element affects the wine. Hardin
said.
"This test has a specific.
functioi." Haidin said. "We
want people to use all 0’ their five
senses. Sound isn’t particularly
NellSeN are
I otaei
I
critical. but tae
important...
This workshop is not just
geared tov.ard the beginner. some
of the information may. also he
. useful fur the more advanced wine

connoisseur. said Brian Burke student assistant recreation adv isor.
The main goal ot the
workshop is to develop an effective means of tasting and evaluating wine with emphasis on aroma.
bouquet and flavor. Burke said.
"For people who enjoy wine
it is very difficult for them to
make an evaluation based on their
n experience:. Hardin said.
His goal is to make it easier.
The deadline for pre- tegistration is noon todav Registration
fee is $2 for students and 5,3 for
non students Participants must be
2 I y eats old and no one will he allowed in ;it the door.

flexibility- required to complete
the various dance movements.
The two main dancers - a
male and female couple
communicated their feelings for one
another through facial expressions
and body movements. They created a perfect romantic interlude.
The second perforniance of
the evening,"Ontogeny." was an
innovative modem ballet that was
a refreshing change from the preVious classical ballet performance.
The dance piece was successful in offering an abstract theme to
modem ballet. The performance
evoked an image of individual
gmwth and development and how
it applies to human existence.
Dancers portrayed caterpillars with worm -like movements
across the stage in unison. This

created a quiet murmur within the
auditorium as the
audience
watched in awe of the performance.
A high energy. can -can concluded the perfomiance. The colorful costumes and characters
contributed to the comical piece.
Set in a Parisian cafe, the
male dancers attempt to win the
affection of one prized lady.
The dancers succeed in creating a lighthearted humorous performance. At times the audience
roared with laughter when a few
of the guys failed miserably in
their quest to win over the female.
The program was varied
enough to entertain those who are
not ballet fanatics and satisfy
those who are.
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JAZZ MUSIC

Saturday. Oct. 17th

9:30-12:30

THE MONT BROS.

5:00-8:00
Thursday, Oct. 15th & Friday. Oct. 16th
80 South Market St (Downtown) San Jose
Call 292-1318
2 Block North of the New Fairmont

